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ABSTRACT

This work primarily addresses the design and implementation of a standalone rotary sun tracker with dual maximum power point tracking (MPPT). The objective is to improve the efficiency of the PV system by introducing both physical and MPP tracking. A two-axis rotation mechanism is designed to track the sun over both the azimuth and elevation angles. The position of the sun is determined using a time-based approach, in which preprogrammed derived equations are used to calculate the sun’s azimuth and elevation angles continuously throughout the day. The calculated angles are used as set points for two closed-loop control systems with PI controllers implemented in the DSP. The panel power is passed through a power converter that implements a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) based perturb and observe (P&O) MPPT algorithm that keeps the system power operating point at its maximum. In the conventional P&O, the converter input reference voltage is perturbed in fixed steps until the maximum power is reached. However, depending on the step size, the system operating point will oscillate around the MPP resulting in a loss of energy. The proposed controller eliminates the resulting oscillations by adaptively modifying the perturbation step using a fuzzy logic controller. The performance of the proposed system is validated through experiments with a 150-Watt PV system.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

Energy has been one of the most important driving forces in our fast growing world. Nations are in an endless search for new energy sources. This search passed through many revolutions, from the use of fire and coal to the discovery of fossil fuels such as oil and natural gas. However, this search was faced by many challenges, since many of these resources are expensive, destructive to the environment, or ceasing to exist in the near future.

Significant progress has been made over the last few years in the research and development of renewable energy systems such as wind, sea wave and solar energy systems. Among these resources, solar energy is considered nowadays as one of the most reliable, daily available, and environment friendly renewable energy source [1], [2].

The amount of energy in the sunlight reaching the earth’s surface is equivalent to around 10,000 times the world’s energy requirements. Consequently, only 0.01 percent of the energy in sunlight would need to be harnessed to cover mankind total energy needs [3]. Given that the sun shines on this part of the globe nearly the entire year, many new projects are intended to make use of solar energy as a backup source to the existing power system.

Another incentive of the spread of such projects is the fact that the cost trend of photovoltaic (PV) systems is descending, while the fuel price is ascending [4]. The reason behind this trend is the growing mass production and market of PV systems. The advancement in solar systems is based on the new technological advances in the industries of photovoltaic cells, power electronics switches, microcontrollers, and
computer-based simulation packages. Solar systems not only can serve as a backup to existing energy systems, but they can also be easily integrated with large grid systems, or can be used as standalone systems serving as independent energy sources.

United Arab Emirates is one of the few Middle East countries that took the initiative and started the journey to become one of the world leaders in renewable energy research and development. One of the first initiatives is building Masdar City the first zero carbon city to be powered entirely by renewable energy. This city will be also hosting the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) headquarters.

The use of Intelligent Controllers as alternate approach to conventional techniques or as components of integrated systems is becoming more and more popular nowadays [5]. These intelligent techniques focus on the nonlinear characteristics of systems, and as a result, provide a good alternative for standard nonlinear controllers [6]. The complexity of these techniques is overlooked while comparing them with the improvements yielded in the system response, steady state value, and transients. Moreover, the implementation of such techniques is becoming easier and less expensive with the advancements in digital signal processing (DSP) devices.

One of the recent applications of such intelligent controllers is the efficiency optimization of photovoltaic energy systems. These techniques are used to maximize the power output of solar systems as well as improve their robustness against external disturbances.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In line with the global initiative toward the design and development of PV systems as alternative energy sources, this work will investigate the potential of using solar energy systems in the UAE. One of the drawbacks of PV systems is their low efficiencies compared to their cost. In order to overcome these drawbacks, maximum power should be extracted from these systems.

The aim is to develop an efficient standalone photovoltaic system. This system employs a new digital control scheme using fuzzy-logic and a dual maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controller. The first MPPT controller is an astronomical two-axis sun tracker, which is designed to track the sun over both the azimuth and elevation angles and obtain maximum solar radiation at all times. The second MPPT
algorithm controls the power converter between the PV panel and the load and implements a new fuzzy-logic (FLC) based perturb and observe (P&O) scheme to keep the system power operating point at its maximum. Such systems are exceedingly demanded in remote areas where it is difficult to connect to the grid system.

1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS

This work will explore the effectiveness of intelligent and digital control techniques for PV system efficiency optimization. These techniques combine both physical as well as fuzzy-based perturb and observe MPPT tracking techniques. Furthermore, this work will offer a stability analysis for the FLC based P&O controller.

Though literature is rich with PV systems implementations, no work was based on actual outdoor testing in this part of the world. This work will use experimental data to investigate the potential of solar energy in the gulf region and the effects of the harsh environment on PV systems efficiencies.

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE

In this thesis, a detailed literature review about tracking techniques will be presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 will focus on PV systems modeling and simulation featuring a MATLAB/Simulink full simulation of the overall standalone PV system. Chapter 4 will discuss the design and implementation of fuzzy logic controller systems. The proposed FLC controller will be fully investigated in chapter 5 highlighting a simulation comparison between the proposed controller and the conventional ones. Chapter 6 will verify the proposed technique effectiveness through presenting the PV system hardware implementation and experimental results. Finally, chapter 7 will conclude the work discussing the work limitations along with the future work.
CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK

2.1 MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING TECHNIQUES

MPPT is a real-time control scheme applied to the PV system power converter in order to extract the maximum power possible from the PV panel. The MPPT working principle is based on the maximum power transfer theory. The power delivered from the source to the load is maximized when the input resistance seen by the source matches the source resistance. Therefore, in order to transfer maximum power from the panel to the load the internal resistance of the panel has to match the resistance seen by the PV panel. For a fixed load, the equivalent resistance seen by the panel can be adjusted by changing the power converter duty cycle [7]-[9]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the PV system equivalent circuit and the input resistance concept.

Figure 2.1: PV system circuit model
The literature is rich with various MPPT techniques based on different topologies and with varying complexity, cost, and overall produced efficiency. MPPT techniques can be classified into two categories; basic MPPT techniques and artificial intelligence based techniques.

2.1.1 Basic MPPT Techniques

2.1.1.1 Hill Climbing / Perturb and Observe

Two most commonly used MPPT techniques are the Hill Climbing (HC) and the Perturb and Observe (P&O) [10]-[20]. The working principle of the HC-MPPT technique is summarized as follows. The PV panel voltage and current are measured at fixed sampling intervals and fed to the digital controller to calculate the PV panel power. The power increment \( \Delta P = P(k) - P(k - 1) \) is calculated at each sampling time and according to its sign, the duty cycle is incremented or decremented in fixed steps depending on the panel voltage and power values until the maximum power point (MPP) is reached.

The P&O technique shares the same HC concept of operation, but with an additional PI control loop. In the P&O, the converter input reference voltage is the perturbed variable and the duty cycle is computed through an additional PI control loop. The additional control loop results in an increase in the P&O efficiency, as the system demonstrates a faster dynamic performance and better-regulated PV output voltage compared to HC. The operation of the HC and the P&O technique is explained by the flowcharts given in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Inputs:} & \quad V_{in}(k), I_{in}(k) \\
\text{Pin} & = I_{in}(k) \cdot V_{in}(k) \\
P_{i}(k) & > P_{i}(k-1) \\
V_{in}(k) & > V_{in}(k-1) \\
\text{Yes} & \quad D(k) = D(k-1) + \delta \\
\text{No} & \quad D(k) = D(k-1) - \delta \\
\text{Yes} & \quad D(k) = D(k-1) + \delta \\
\text{No} & \quad D(k) = D(k-1) - \delta
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.2: HC method flow chart
Figure 2.3: P&O method flow chart

Figure 2.4 further illustrates the HC and the P&O methods operations. If the power converter operating point moved from 1 to 2, as the power at 2 is greater than the power at 1 and the voltage at 2 is less than the voltage at 1, the reference voltage will decrease (duty cycle will increase) by a fixed step. This decrease will move the operating point to the left in the direction of the maximum point. The reference voltage will keep decreasing and the operating point will continue climbing the PV curve hill. If the step size is large, the operating point may exceed the MPP when moving from point 4 to reach point 5. The power at point 5 is less than the power at point 4 and the voltage at point 5 is also less than the voltage at power 4 as a result the reference voltage will increase (duty cycle will decrease) with a fixed step C and the operating point will move to the other direction reaching point 6. The same process will keep repeating, as a result the operating point will oscillate around its maximum.

This system is commonly used because of its simplicity and ease of implementation [10]-[13]. Furthermore, P&O (with a small step size) in nominal conditions can have MPPT efficiencies mostly the same like other complex techniques, and still easier implementation [14].

However, the drawback of this technique is that the operating point of the PV array oscillates around the MPP. Therefore, the power loss may increase. Furthermore, when the sun insolation changes rapidly, the P&O method probably fails to track the MPP [6]. Another possible disadvantage is that the MPPT may not be able to locate the MPP as the amount of sunlight decreases, because the PV curve flattens out [12].
In order to overcome these drawbacks and improve the P&O response, many techniques are suggested and investigated in the literature such as:

- The introduction of three-point weight comparison P&O algorithm [15], [16].
- The use of modified adaptive techniques [17]–[20].

In the three-point weight comparison method, the duty cycle is perturbed in both sides of the operating point and then the power slope at the current operating point is compared to the power slope at the two perturbed points. If the sign of the slope is changed between the two perturbed points then the current operating point is the MPP and the perturbation stops. Although this technique results in less oscillation, it requires an additional point reading resulting in more computations and a slower system.

In the modified adaptive techniques, the step size $C$ of the P&O/HC is modified based on the operating point location. The system starts with a large step size but starts decreasing it till the operating point reaches to the MPP. The main difficulty of this technique is determining the suitable factor by which the step size has to be modified as it depends on the PV system configuration.

2.1.1.2 Incremental Conductance

Another commonly cited MPPT algorithm is the incremental conductance (INC) technique [11]–[14], [21]–[24]. This method tracks the maximum power point
by comparing the solar array incremental and instantaneous conductances, the operation of this technique is explained in the flowchart in Figure 2.5.

The PV panel voltage and current are measured at fixed sampling intervals and fed to the digital controller to calculate the PV panel power. The PV panel incremental conductance is estimated by measuring small changes in array voltage and current. The PV panel instantaneous conductance is calculated by dividing the array current by the voltage. Once these variables are updated, the method tracks the maximum power point by comparing the incremental and instantaneous conductances of the solar array until the maximum power point (MPP) is reached, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

If the power converter operating point moved from 1 to 2 where the derivative \( \Delta P / \Delta V \) is negative, the reference voltage will decrease (duty cycle will increase) by a fixed step \( C \) resulting in the operating point to be moving to the left in the direction of the maximum point. The reference voltage will keep decreasing and the operating point will continue incrementing until it reaches point 5. The derivative \( \Delta P / \Delta V \) at 5 becomes positive as a result the reference voltage will increase (duty cycle will decrease) with a fixed step \( C \) and the operating point will move to the other direction reaching point 6. The same process will keep repeating, and results in the operating point oscillations around its maximum.

![Figure 2.5. INC method flow chart](image-url)
The INC method used to have complex analog implementation but it is easier nowadays with DSPs [13]. However, the INC method requires more calculations than P&O method and thus slows down the sampling speed [6], [12], [14]. Finally, the null value of the slope of the PV array power versus voltage curve seldom occurs [6].

Existing improvements in literature of this method focuses on modifying the step size of the algorithm [23], [24]. However, the high complexity of the method requires high sampling accuracy and fast control speed, which may result in a high cost system [6].

2.1.1.3 Extremum Seeking

A third suggested basic technique is the extremum seeking method (ES) [25]-[28]. Unlike the HC/P&O and the INC methods, the perturbation step in ES method is based on a periodic perturbation $\alpha \sin (\omega t)$, as shown in Figure 2.7.

The main advantage of such periodic perturbation is that it produces an oscillatory behavior around the equilibrium point without previous knowledge of the system parameters. The ES method shows also a better response to rapidly changing weather conditions compared to the previously discussed techniques. However, once it reaches the PV curve extreme point it enters an oscillation cycle around the MPP resulting in a loss of energy. A suggested solution to the oscillation problem is the use of switched control scheme based ES method in which the perturbation step decays exponentially once it has reached the MPP cancelling the steady state oscillations [25].
2.1.1.4 Constant Voltage Method

Another basic MPPT technique is the Constant Voltage (CV) Method [6], [10], [12]-[14], [29], [30]. In this method, the power converter output voltage is assumed constant. As a result, the ratio $\frac{V_{MPP}}{V_{OC}}$ can be easily calculated. A typical value for this ratio is 76%. In order to reach this value the PV output voltage is increased until it reaches 76% of the open circuit voltage, which is measured after temporarily setting the PV array current to zero. This cycle is repeated again after a specific time. Figure 2.8 further illustrates the algorithm of this technique.

The disadvantages of this method are mainly the energy dissipation by disconnecting the load while measuring the open circuit voltage and the validity of the constant PV output voltage assumption [10]. In order to solve the energy dissipation problem, a pilot PV cell can be added to measure the open circuit voltage but on the expense of a higher system cost [29].

This technique can be also combined with the P&O or the INC technique to give it a smooth start by determining a starting point for the reference voltage that is close to the MPP voltage [30]. However, if the starting point is not selected properly, a system stability problem would occur once the control unit switches between the two controllers [6].
Chapter 2: Related Work

2.1.2 Artificial Intelligence Based MPPT Techniques

Recently, more focus is given to artificial intelligence based MPPT techniques, as they focus on the nonlinear characteristics of the PV array providing a good alternative for basic MPPT techniques [5]. Two of the mostly commonly used techniques are neural networks and fuzzy logic controllers.

2.1.2.1 Neural Networks

In this technique, trained neural networks (NN) are used to find the solution for the nonlinear PV system model, outputting the MPP reference voltage [5], [6], [11], [13], [31]-[34]. The system reaches this reference voltage using either a fuzzy or a PI controller. The operation of this technique is explained in the block diagram in Figure 2.9. The PV panel voltage, current, and optionally other parameters such as the temperature and insolation are sensed and then fed to the digital controller. Once these parameters are recorded, the trained neural network outputs the MPP reference voltage. The system reaches this reference voltage using either a fuzzy or a PI controller. In this technique, the knowledge of the internal system parameters is not required, so less computational effort is needed [34]. However, NN has to be specifically trained for the PV array for which it will be used. The characteristics of a PV array also changes with time, implying that the neural network has to be periodically trained [6], [12]. One of the improvements to the NN technique is the use of Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), which is designed as a combination of the Sugeno fuzzy model and neural networks [33].

Figure 2.8: CV method flowchart

Isolate PV panel

Measure \( V_{oc}(k) \)

Calculate \( V_{MPP}(k) = KV_{oc}(k) \)
Fuzzy Logic Controller

Fuzzy Logic has also been documented in the literature for its performance in MPPT application [5], [6], [11], [13], [34]-[46]. The operation of this technique is explained in the block diagram shown in Figure 2.10. As shown in Figure 2.10, the PV panel voltage and current are sensed and then fed to the digital controller, which calculates the input power. Next, the inputs of the FLC, which are typically the Error (Er) = ΔP/ΔV or ΔP/ΔI and the change in Error (CEr), are calculated. The fuzzy system takes Er and CEr as inputs and outputs the duty cycle D.

Fuzzy logic controller (FLC) based MPPT systems have a higher efficiency compared to NN based controllers [34]. Moreover, FLC based systems perform well under varying atmospheric conditions [11]. However, their effectiveness highly depends on the experience of the control engineer in choosing the right inputs and tuning the rule base table [6], [11], [34].

Various techniques are proposed in literature to improve the FLC performance such as the use of non-uniform membership functions (denser at the center in order to provide more sensitivity against variation in the PV terminal voltage) [32], [38].

Another suggested technique is the use of adaptive fuzzy logic controls, which constantly tunes the membership functions and the rule base table so that the optimum performance is achieved [11]. Some of these adaptive fuzzy techniques are the use of PI controllers [39], adaptive tuning factors [40]-[42], genetic algorithms [43], variable universe controllers [44], [45], and self-organizing controllers [46].
2.2 PHYSICAL TRACKING TECHNIQUES

In addition to MPPT, physical tracking can be used to optimize the efficiency of PV systems. Physical tracking involves aligning the PV panels to be orthogonal to the sunrays throughout the day in order to receive maximum solar radiation. This tracking can be done manually or automatically [47].

In manual tracking, the PV panel orientation is manually changed at the beginning of each season to a predetermined angle [48]. In the case of automatic tracking, the PV panel is mounted on a single-axis or multi-axis tracking mechanism and is controlled to follow the sunrays trajectory throughout the day. The tracking mechanisms can be classified into three types namely, passive method, optical method and the astronomical method. The general features that characterize an efficient tracking mechanism are ability to cover a wide range of space, robustness against wind disturbances, and low power consumption.

2.2.1 Passive Method

Passive tracking is based on the heating properties of gas matters such as Freon [49]. As shown in Figure 2.11, the tracker is composed of two cylindrical tubes fitted on the edges of the panel; these tubes are filled with a fluid under partial pressure. Sun heating will increase the gas pressure of the sun side cylinder causing an unbalance in the tracker. As a result, the tracker will tilt towards the sun.

This type of system is relatively cheap and needs little maintenance. However, it has lower efficiency compared to other types of trackers, especially at low temperatures. Moreover, they have not yet been widely accepted by consumers [47].
2.2.2 Optical Method

The second method of tracking is the optical or electro-optic trackers. This method uses feedback sensors such as photo-sensors, current, voltage sensors, and auxiliary cells to determine the panel reference position [50]-[53]. A closed loop position control system based on FLC or PID is next used to produce the actuators control commands. The drawback for such a system is that it is very sensitive to atmospheric conditions (clouds shading) and might not be able to continue tracking the sun in a cloudy day. The block diagram of this method is shown in Figure 2.12.

2.2.3 Astronomical Method

The third tracking method is the astronomical method, which employs the longitude and latitude data of a given location to determine the sun current position [54]-[56].
The main advantage of this method over the optical method is that it involves simpler programming, reduced implementation cost, and lower power consumption as the need for additional sensors is eliminated. This method also provides high degree of accuracy and is not sensitive to atmospheric conditions. The block diagram of this method is described in Figure 2.13.

![Figure 2.13: Astronomical tracking method flow chart](image-url)
CHAPTER 3: PV SYSTEM MODELING

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The proposed standalone photovoltaic system consists of four main blocks: PV panel, solar tracker, power converter, and the MPPT controller. The following sections will describe the modeling of each component.

3.2 SOLAR TRACKER MODEL

One of the essential characteristics of solar systems is that their power is always proportional to the amount of sun irradiance hitting the panels orthogonally. Figure 3.1 shows the major sun position angles [57]. These angles are the solar azimuth angle ($A_z$), the solar elevation angle ($Elv$) and the solar zenith angle ($\theta_z$). The solar elevation is the apparent angular height of the sun in the sky as the observer faces it. The solar azimuth angle is the angle between the line from the observer due south and the horizontal projection of the sun’s rays. The solar zenith angle is the angle from the zenith (which is the point directly overhead of the observer) to the sun’s position in the sky.

For a fixed panel the optimum tilt angle is seasonally calculated based on the PV system location latitude. Table 3-1 shows this angle for Sharjah city given that panels has to be facing true south in Northern hemisphere and true north in the Southern hemisphere [48], [58]. The optimum tilt angle is:

\[
\theta_{opt} \text{ (in winter)} = 0.9 \times \text{Latitude} + 29^\circ \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\theta_{opt} \text{ (in spring and autumn)} = \text{Latitude} - 2.5^\circ \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
\theta_{opt} \text{ (in summer)} = \theta_{opt} \text{ (in winter)} - 52.5^\circ \tag{3.3}
\]
Figure 3.1: Sun position angles

Table 3-1: Optimal seasonal solar panel fixture angles for sharjah city

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sharjah Latitude</th>
<th>25.26 °</th>
<th>Sharjah Longitude</th>
<th>55.21 °</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>θ opt (winter)</td>
<td>51.73 °</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ opt (spring and autumn)</td>
<td>22.76 °</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ opt (summer)</td>
<td>-0.77 °</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a tracking panel the azimuth and elevation angles have to be changing throughout the day as the sun moves from east to west (due to the earth rotation). They also have to change from a day to another as the earth rotates around the sun.

As a result, each day of the year has a unique plot for the azimuth and elevation angle with time. In order to calculate the azimuth and elevation angles at a certain location the following equations are used [59]:

\[
\sin Elv = \cos \left( lat \right) \cos \left( hr \right) \cos \left( dec \right) \tag{3.4}
\]

\[
\cos Az = \frac{1}{\cos \alpha} \left( \cos \left( dec \right) \sin \left( lat \right) \cos \left( hr \right) - \sin \left( dec \right) \cos \left( lat \right) \right) \tag{3.5}
\]

Where \( \alpha \) is the sun’s elevation angle, \( Az \) is the sun’s azimuth angle, \( lat \) is the local latitude, \( hr \) is the hour angle, \( dec \) is the sun declination angle throughout the year.
The hour angle \((hr)\) of a point on the earth's surface is the angle through which the earth would turn to bring the meridian of the point directly under the sun. Since the earth is rotating, this angular displacement represents time. At solar noon, the hour angle is zero. The hour angle expresses the time of day with respect to solar noon. One hour of time is represented by \(360\div24=15\) degrees of hour angle. As part of the convention, the hour angle is negative before solar noon and positive after solar noon [59].

The sun's declination angle \((dec)\), is the angular distance of a sun's rays north (or south) of the equator. It is the angle between a line extending from the center of the sun to the center of the earth and the projection of this line upon the earth's equatorial plane. The declination is positive when the sun's rays are north of the equator and negative when they are south of the equator [59]. Solar radiation calculations must be made in terms of solar time, therefore, the local clock time has to be converted to solar time. Time is generally expressed on an hour scale from zero to 24 (midnight is 0h and noon is 12h). Local Civil Time is reckoned from the precise longitude of the observer. On any particular meridian, Local Civil Time is more advanced at the same instant than on any meridian further west and less advanced than on any meridian further east. The difference amounts to 1/15 hour (4 minutes) of time for each degree difference in longitude [59].

Clock time generally differs from Civil Time. Clocks are usually set for the same reading throughout an entire zone covering about 15 degrees of longitude. For example, the U.A.E belongs to the time zone (GMT +4) which corresponds to a longitude of 60 degrees, whereas the exact longitude of Sharjah is 55.21 degrees.

Time as measured by the apparent diurnal motion of the sun is called Local Solar Time or Solar Time. Whereas a civil day is precisely 24 hours, a solar day is slightly different due to irregularities of the earth's rotation, obliquity of the earth's orbit and other factors [59].

In order to solve equations (3.4) and (3.5) the hour angle \((hr)\) and the sun declination angle \((dec)\) has to be determined using the following equations:

\[
dec = 23.45 \sin \left( \frac{360}{365} (284 + n) \right) \quad (3.6)
\]

\[
hr = 15 (LTS - 12) \quad (3.7)
\]
where LTS is the local solar time

$$LTS = CT + \frac{1}{15} (L_{std} - L_{loc}) + E$$

(3.8)

Where CT is the clock time, $L_{std}$ is the standard longitude for the solar time zone, $L_{loc}$ is the actual longitude for the location, and $T_{def}$ is the difference between the local solar time and civil time.

$$T_{def} = 0.165 \sin 2 \left( \frac{360(n - 81)}{364} \right) - 0.126 \cos \left( \frac{360(n - 81)}{364} \right)$$

(3.9)

3.3 PV PANEL MODEL

The PV panel model used in our analysis is the single-diode model. This model represents the solar cell in its simplest form as a PN junction followed by a series resistance as shown in Figure 3.2. [60] - [62].

Analyzing the junction cell circuit given that the photocurrent current $I_{ph}$ equals zero gives the following equations:

$$V_{cell} = V_D - IR_s$$

(3.10)

$$I_{cell} = -I_D = I_{ph} - I_o (e^{\frac{K_{pv} (V_{pv} + I_{pv} R_s)}{pKT}} - 1)$$

(3.11)

where $V_{cell}$ is the PV cell terminal voltage, $V_D$ is the diode voltage, $I_{cell}$ is the PV cell terminal current, $I_D$ is the diode current. $K_{pv} = \frac{q}{pKT}$ with the electronic charge $q = 1.6 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C}$, $K = 1.3805 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J/K}$ (Boltzmann’s constant), $T$ cell temperature, and the ideal p-n junction characteristic factor $p=1.3$ for monocrystalline solar cells. $I_o$ is the saturation current in diode reverse-biased direction as and $R_s$ is the panel series resistance.
Figure 3.2: a) The un-illuminated junction circuit b) The un-illuminated junction characteristic

\[ I_o = I_r \left( \frac{T}{T_r} \right)^3 \exp \left( \frac{qV \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_r} \right)}{pK} \right) \]  

(3.12)

where \( I_r \) is the reverse saturation current at the reference temperature \( T_r \). \( V_g \) is the band-gap voltage of the semiconductor making up the cell, which equals 1.12 eV for Si monocrystalline cells.

\[ R_s = -\frac{dV}{dI_{V_o}} - \frac{1}{X_V} \]  

(3.13)

where:

\[ X_V = I_o \times \frac{qV_o}{pKT} \exp \left( \frac{qV_o}{pKT} \right) \]  

(3.14)

When the cell is exposed to the sun radiation, the level of the diode characteristic curve is shifted by the magnitude of the photocurrent in the reverse-biased direction as shown in Figure 3.3. As a result, equation (3.11) is altered to include \( I_{ph} \) and describe the operation of the illuminated solar cell circuit.

\[ I_{cell} = I_{ph} - I_D = I_{ph} - I_o \left( e^{\frac{KpV(\lambda_{pmax}+IR_s)}{}} - 1 \right) \]  

(3.15)

where \( I_{ph} \) is the Photocurrent

\[ I_{ph} = (I_{sc} + K_f(T - T_r)) \frac{\lambda}{100} \]  

(3.16)
where \( I_{sc} \) is the short-circuit cell current at reference temperature and insolation, \( K_I \) in (mA/K) is the short circuit current temperature coefficient, \( \lambda \) is the insolation in (MW/cm), and \( I_o \) is the saturation current in diode reverse-biased direction.

The PV panel model can be computed using (2) by taking into consideration the number of cells connected in series \( N_s \) and in parallel \( N_p \) as follows: The PV panel model can be computed using equation (3.15) by taking into consideration the number of cells connected in series \( N_s \) and in parallel \( N_p \).

\[
I_{panel} = N_p I_{ph} - N_p I_o \left( e^{\frac{K_p (V_{panel} + IR_s)}{N_s}} - 1 \right) \tag{3.17}
\]

The PV panel power is computed by multiplying equation (3.14) with the PV voltage \( V_{panel} \) as shown in Figure 3.4.

\[
P_{panel} = V_{panel} \times I_{panel} = N_p I_{ph} V_{panel} - N_p I_o V_{panel} \left( e^{\frac{K_p (V_{panel} + IR_s)}{N_s}} - 1 \right) \tag{3.18}
\]

Figure 3.3: a) The illuminated junction circuit b) The illuminated junction characteristic c) PV cell characteristic
This figure illustrates also the location of three important points on the PV panel characteristics: the short-circuit current $I_{sc}$, the open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$, and the maximum power point $P_{MPP}, I_{MPP}, V_{MPP}$. There are two important factors that determine the quality of the PV panel; the panels’ fill factor (FF) and the panels’ efficiency ($\eta$) [7].

The fill factor is a measure of the panel real I-V characteristic and it is defined as the ratio between the MPP power and the multiplication of the panel short circuit current $I_{sc}$ and the panel open circuit voltage $V_{oc}$. The nearer the value of FF to one, the better the quality of the PV panel.

$$FF = \frac{P_{MPP}}{V_{oc}I_{sc}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

Another important PV panel factor is the efficiency. The PV panel efficiency ($\eta$) relates the output power of the PV panel and the power delivered by the sun and is usually reported under standard testing conditions (STC) ($T=25^\circ C$ and Insolation=1000 W/m$^2$).

$$\eta = \frac{P_{MPP}}{\text{Insolation} \times \text{Panel Area}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)
The derived PV panel model also illustrates the effects of temperature and the sun insolation on the PV panel output power as shown in Figure 3.5 [60],[63].

3.4 POWER CONVERTER MODEL

The developed standalone PV system uses a buck converter as a power-processing unit. The buck converter circuit consists of a MOSFET switch and a freewheeling diode, in addition to a rectifier circuit based on a capacitor and an inductor as shown in Figure 3.6. The circuit is controlled through a PWM signal generated by the MPPT controller.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 3.5: PV panel characteristic for different a) insolation and b) temperatures
To design the MPPT control system, it is necessary to model the converter dynamic behavior. In particular, it is of interest to determine how variations in the input current $i_{in}(t)$, the load current $i_{out}(t)$ and the duty cycle $d(t)$ affect the input voltage $v_{in}(t)$. Based on the switch position the circuit goes into two states, in the first state $0 \leq t \leq t_{on}$, the switch will be ON the equivalent circuit for this mode is shown in Figure 3.7. In the second state $t_{off} \leq t \leq T$, the switch will be OFF resulting in the circuit shown in Figure 3.8.
The output voltage of the converter depends on the PWM duty cycle based on the following formulation [64].

\[
v_{L_{avg}} = \frac{1}{T} \int_{DT} v_{L_{on}} \, dt + \int_{(1-D)T} v_{L_{off}} \, dt
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{T} \int_{DT} (v_{in} - v_{out}) \, dt + \int_{(1-D)T} v_{out} \, dt
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{T} \left[ (v_{in} - v_{out}) DT - v_{out} (1 - D)T \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{T} \left[ (v_{in} DT - v_{out} T) \right]
\]

\[
= v_{in} D - v_{out}
\]

However, the average DC component of the inductor voltage has to be zero hence:

\[
v_{out} = D v_{in}
\]

The state-space averaging technique is used next to generate the low-frequency small-signal AC equations of the PWM DC-DC converter [65]. The buck converter is assumed to operate in a continuous conduction mode. Applying Kirchoff's laws on the converter circuit shown in Figure 3.7 yields:

\[
v_{in} = v_{L} + v_{out} = i_{L} R + L \frac{di_{L}}{dt} + v_{out}
\]

\[
i_{out} = i_{L} - i_{C} = i_{L} - C_{2} \frac{dv_{out}}{dt}
\]

\[
i_{L} = i_{in} - i_{C} = i_{in} - C_{1} \frac{dv_{in}}{dt}
\]

Taking the inductor current \(i_{L}\), output voltage \(v_{out}\), and input voltage \(v_{in}\) as state variables, these equations can be written in the following state-space form:

\[
\begin{cases}
\dot{X} = A X + B u \\
y = E X + F u
\end{cases}
\]
where \( u = i_{\text{in}} \), \( y = v_{\text{in}} \), and \( X = \left[ \begin{array}{c} i_{L} \\ v_{\text{out}} \\ v_{\text{in}} \end{array} \right] \).

In the second state \( t_{\text{on}} \leq t \leq T \), the switch will be OFF. Analyzing the circuit in Figure 3.8 yields

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{di_{\text{in}}}{dt} &= i_{\text{in}} = C_1 \frac{dv_{\text{in}}}{dt} \\
\frac{di_{\text{out}}}{dt} &= i_{\text{out}} = i_{L} - i_{\text{in}} = C_2 \frac{dv_{\text{out}}}{dt} \\
v_L &= i_{L} R + L \frac{di_{L}}{dt} = -v_{\text{out}}
\end{align*}
\]

These equations can be also written in state space form.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{X} &= A \dot{X} + B u \\
y &= E \dot{X} + F u
\end{align*}
\]

The duty cycle \( d(t) \) may now be a time-varying quantity. It is assumed that the natural frequencies of the converter network are much smaller than the switching frequency. This assumption coincides with the small ripple approximation, and is usually satisfied in well-designed converters. It allows the high-frequency switching harmonics to be removed by an averaging process. In addition, the waveforms are linearized about a DC quiescent operating point. The converter waveforms are expressed as quiescent values plus small AC variations as follows [65]:

\[
\begin{align*}
x(t) &= X + \hat{x}(t) \\
u(t) &= U + \hat{u}(t) \\
y(t) &= Y + \hat{y}(t) \\
d(t) &= D + \hat{d}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

The small-signal AC model is then obtained as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\hat{x}(t)}{dt} &= A\hat{x}(t) + B\hat{u}(t) + M\hat{d}(t) \\
\hat{y}(t) &= E\hat{x}(t) + F\hat{u}(t) + H\hat{d}(t)
\end{align*}
\]
where

\[
A = DA_1 + (1 - D)A_2 \\
B = DB_1 + (1 - D)B_2 \\
E = DE_1 + (1 - D)E_2 \\
F = DF_1 + (1 - D)F_2
\]  

(3.37)

and

\[
M = (A_1 - A_2)X + (B_1 - B_2)U \\
H = (E_1 - E_2)X + (F_1 - F_2)U
\]  

(3.38)

Using equations (3.27)-(3.38) yields the following matrices

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{R}{L} & -\frac{1}{L} & D \\
\frac{1}{C_2} & -\frac{1}{R_o C_2} & 0 \\
-\frac{D}{C_1} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \\
B = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}, \\
M = \begin{bmatrix}
DV_{in} \\
L \\
0 \\
\frac{DI}{L} \\
-C_1
\end{bmatrix}, \\
E = [0 \ 0 \ 1], \ F = 0, \ H = 0.
\]

The state-space averaged model that describes the quiescent converter waveforms is

\[
\begin{cases}
0 = AX + BU \\
Y = EX + FU
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.39)

The steady-state solution of the converter is therefore

\[
G_{in} = \frac{V_{in}}{I_{in}} = E(-A)^{-1}B + F
\]  

(3.40)

\[
G_{in} = \frac{V_{in}}{I_{in}} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{R}{L} & \frac{1}{L} & -\frac{D}{L} \\
\frac{1}{C_2} & \frac{1}{R_o C_2} & 0 \\
\frac{D}{C_1} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.41)
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\[ G_{in} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & R_o C_2 & \frac{R_o C_1}{D} \\ -\frac{L}{D} & \frac{R_o C_2}{D} & \frac{(R + R_o)C_1}{D^2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3.42)

\[ G_{in} = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{L}{D} & 0 & \frac{(R + R_o)C_1}{D^2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3.43)

This equation yields:

\[ G_{in} = \frac{R + R_o}{D^2} \]  

(3.44)

If the inductor resistance is negligible, the steady-state solution is equivalent to

\[ \frac{V_{in}}{I_{in}} = \frac{R_o}{D^2} \]  

(3.45)

Equation (3.45) represents the DC equivalent input impedance of the buck converter [7], [8]. Referring back to the small signal model (3.36), the control to PV voltage transfer function can be obtained as

\[ G_c(s) = \frac{\dot{V}_m(s)}{d(s)} = E(sI - A)^{-1}M \]  

(3.46)

\[ G_c = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\ \frac{R}{L} & \frac{1}{L} & -\frac{D}{L} \\ -\frac{1}{C_2} & s + \frac{1}{R_o C_2} & 0 \\ \frac{D}{C_1} & 0 & s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{DV_{in}}{L} \\ 0 \\ \frac{DI}{C_1} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3.47)
where:
\[
den_A = C_1C_2L_{R_o}s^3 + (C_1L + C_1C_2R_{R_o})s^2 + (C_2R_oD^2 + C_1R_o + C_1R)s + D^2
\]

\[
A_{11} = \frac{C_1C_2L_{R_o}s^3 + C_1L_{s}}{den_A}, A_{12} = -\frac{C_1C_2R_o s + C_1R_{s}}{den_A}, A_{13} = \frac{C_1C_2DR_o s + C_1D}{den_A}
\]

\[
A_{21} = \frac{C_1L_{R_o}s^3}{den_A}, A_{22} = \frac{C_1C_2L_{R_o}s^2 + C_1C_2R_{s} + C_1R_{s}D^2}{den_A}, A_{23} = \frac{C_1D_{R_o}}{den_A}
\]

\[
A_{31} = \frac{-DL + C_2D_{L R_o} s}{den_A}, A_{32} = \frac{C_2D_{R_o}}{den_A},
\]

\[
A_{33} = \frac{C_1C_2L_{R_o}s^2 + C_1L_{s} + C_1C_2R_{R_o} s + C_1R_{s} + C_1R_{s}}{den_A}
\]

As a result,
\[
G_c = \begin{bmatrix} A_{13} & A_{23} & A_{33} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{DV_{in}}{L} \\ 0 \\ -\frac{DI}{C_1} \end{bmatrix}
\]

This equation yields:
\[
G_c = -\left(\frac{DL + C_2D_{L R_o} s}{den_A}\right)\frac{DV_{in}}{L} - \left(\frac{C_1C_2L_{R_o}s^3 + C_1L_{s} + C_1C_2R_{R_o} s + C_1R_{s} + C_1R_{s}}{den_A}\right)\frac{DI}{C_1}
\]

\[
= -\left(\frac{D^2V_{in} + C_2D^3V_{in}R_o s}{den_A}\right) - \left(\frac{DI_{L}C_2L_{R_o}s^2 + DI_{L}L_{s} + DI_{L}C_2R_{R_o} s + DI_{L}R + DI_{L}R_{s}}{den_A}\right)
\]
\[
- \left( \frac{D I_L C_2 L R_o s^2 + (C_2 D^2 V_{in} R_o + D I_L L + D I_L C_2 R R_o) s + D I_L R + D I_L R_o + D^2 V_{in}}{C_1 C_2 L R_o s^3 + (C_1 L + C_1 C_2 R R_o) s^2 + (C_2 R_o D^2 + C_1 R_o + C_1 R) s + D^2} \right)
\]

(3.52)

This can be simplified in the following form

\[
G_c (s) = \frac{\hat{v}_{in} (s)}{d(s)} = -\left( \frac{b_2 s^2 + b_1 s + b_0}{s^3 + a_2 s^2 + a_1 s + a_0} \right)
\]

(3.53)

where,

\[
b_0 = \frac{D I_L L}{L C C_2} + \frac{(D^2 V_{in} + D I_L R)}{R_o L C C_2}, \quad b_1 = \frac{1}{C_1} \left( \frac{D^2 V_{in}}{L} + \frac{D I_L R}{L} + \frac{D I_L}{R_o C_1 C_2} \right),
\]

\[
b_2 = \frac{D I_L}{C_1}
\]

\[
a_0 = \frac{D^2}{L R_o C_1 C_2}, \quad a_1 = \frac{R}{L R_o C_2} + \frac{1}{L C_2} + \frac{D^2}{L C_1}, \quad a_2 = \frac{1}{R_o C_2} + \frac{R}{L}
\]

This equation describes how small AC variations in the duty cycle excite variations in the PV panel voltage.
4.1 INTRODUCTION

Since its proposal by L. Zadeh [66] in 1965, fuzzy logic has been an active research topic. Zadeh defined fuzzy sets as "a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership. Such a set is characterized by a membership (characteristic) function, which assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging between zero and one" [66].

In general, a fuzzy system is a static nonlinear mapping between sets of inputs and outputs. The inputs and outputs are real numbers, whereas the processes in between consists of fuzzy sets [68]. Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) is mostly effective when the controlled process is based on human heuristic experience. As a result, it is commonly used to control nonlinear processes where there is no simple mathematical model relating between the process inputs and outputs [68]. A FLC system mainly consists of four main blocks namely, fuzzification, rule base algorithm, fuzzification interface, and defuzzification. The following section will explain the design of each block based on the work of K. Passino and S. Yurkovich [67].

4.2 FUZZY CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

The FLC process can be summarized as follows. FLC maps between a set of inputs $u_i \in U_i$; where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ and outputs $y_i \in Y_i$; where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$. $U_i$ and $Y_i$ are called the “universes of discourse” for $u_i$ and $y_i$ respectively.

As shown in Figure 4.1, the fuzzification block converts the real number "crisp" inputs to fuzzy sets, and then the inference mechanism uses the fuzzy rules of the rule-base to produce the implied fuzzy sets or the fuzzy conclusions.
Finally, the defuzzification block converts these fuzzy conclusions into the crisp real number outputs. The design of a fuzzy control system goes through three main steps: choosing the fuzzy controller inputs and outputs, processing the controller inputs and outputs, and designing each of the four blocks of the fuzzy controller.

While choosing the controller inputs, the designer should make sure that the FLC has enough information available to produce good decisions and efficiently control the process. In general, the choice of the inputs and the outputs will place specific limitations on the FLC design process. In some cases, the designer will be limited to a set of inputs depending on the sensors availability, in such a case observers and estimators can be used to find the needed inaccessible inputs. Choosing the FLC outputs is usually easier than choosing its inputs as the control process itself usually determines them.

4.2.1 FLC Terminologies

Some fuzzy related terminologies have to be defined before going through the FLC design.

4.2.1.1 Linguistic Variables, Values, and Rules

After choosing the FLC inputs and outputs, a linguistic description has to be given to each one of them. For our fuzzy system, we will describe the fuzzy input \( u_i \) by the linguistic variable \( \tilde{u}_i \), likewise the fuzzy output \( y_i \) will be described by the linguistic variable \( \tilde{y}_i \). Then a description has to be given to each \( \tilde{u}_i \) and \( \tilde{y}_i \).

The next step is to give a linguistic value to each linguistic variable. Let \( \tilde{A}_i^j \) denote the \( j^{th} \) linguistic value of the linguistic variable \( \tilde{u}_i \) defined over the universe of discourse \( U_i \). If we assume that there exist many linguistic values defined over \( U_i \),
then the linguistic variable $\tilde{u}_i$ takes on the elements from the set of linguistic values denoted by

$$\tilde{A}_i = \{\tilde{A}_i^j : j = 1,2,\ldots,N_i\}$$

Similarly, let $\tilde{B}_i^j$ denote the $j^{th}$ linguistic value of the linguistic variable $\tilde{y}_i$ defined over the universe of discourse $Y_i$. The linguistic variable $\tilde{y}_i$ takes on elements from the set of linguistic values denoted by

$$\tilde{B}_i = \{\tilde{B}_i^p : p = 1,2,\ldots,M_i\}$$

Linguistic values are generally descriptive adjectives such as "big", "medium", and “small”.

For an FLC system, a set of rules has to be defined in order to map the inputs to the outputs. These rules usually have the following form

If premise Then consequent

(4.1)

The inputs of the fuzzy system are associated with the premise, and the outputs are associated with the consequent. The standard form to represent these rules for a multi-input single-output (MISO) process is:

If $\tilde{u}_1$ is $\tilde{A}_1^i$ and $\tilde{u}_2$ is $\tilde{A}_2^k$ and ..., $\tilde{u}_n$ is $\tilde{A}_n^i$ Then $\tilde{y}_q$ is $\tilde{B}_q^p$

(4.2)

In order to control the system, the designer has to specify an entire set of linguistic rules of this form.

4.2.1.2 Fuzzy Sets, Fuzzy Logic, and the Rule-Base

In order to quantify the meaning of linguistic variables, linguistic values, and linguistic rule, fuzzy sets has to be used. Fuzzy sets are set of membership function defined as follow.

Let $U_i$ denote a universe of discourse and $\tilde{A}_i^j \in \tilde{A}_i$ denote a specific linguistic value for the linguistic variable $\tilde{u}_i$. The function $\mu(\tilde{u}_i)$ associated with $\tilde{A}_i^j$ that maps $U_i$ to $[0, 1]$ is called a membership function (MF). This membership function describes the “certainty” that an element of $U_i$, denoted $u_i$, with a linguistic description $\tilde{u}_i$, may be classified linguistically as $\tilde{A}_i^j$. Membership functions are specified and tuned according to the experience or intuition of the designer. These
MF’s can be triangular, trapezoidal, or Gaussian, each shape will provide a different meaning for the linguistic values that they quantify. The illustration and the mathematical characterization of the triangular membership function are given in Figure 4.2.

\[
\mu^L(u) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } u \leq c^L, \\
\max \left\{ 0, 1 + \frac{c^L - u}{w^L} \right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(4.3)

\[
\mu^C(u) = \begin{cases} 
\max \left\{ 0, 1 + \frac{u - c}{0.5w^C} \right\} & \text{if } u \leq c^C, \\
\max \left\{ 0, 1 + \frac{c - u}{0.5w^C} \right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(4.4)

\[
\mu^R(u) = \begin{cases} 
\max \left\{ 0, 1 + \frac{u - c^R}{w^R} \right\} & \text{if } u \leq c^R, \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(4.5)

where \(c^L\) is the left saturation point, \(w^L\) is the width of the non-unity and non-zero part of \(\mu^L\). \(c^R\) is the right saturation point, \(w^R\) is the width of the non-unity and non-zero part \(\mu^R\). \(c\) is the center of the triangle, \(w^C\) is the triangle base-width.

Given a linguistic variable \(\tilde{u}_i\) with a linguistic value \(\tilde{A}_i^j\) defined on the universe of discourse \(U_i\), and membership function \(\mu_{\tilde{A}_i^j}(u_i)\) that maps \(U_i\) to [0, 1], a “fuzzy set” denoted with \(A_i^j\) is defined as:

\[
A_i^j = \{ (u_i, \mu_{\tilde{A}_i^j}(u_i)) : u_i \in U_i \}
\]

(4.6)

Figure 4.2: Triangular MF illustrations a)Left, b)Center, c)Right
As a result, a fuzzy set is simply a crisp set of pairings of elements of the universe of discourse coupled with their associated membership values.

### 4.2.2 Fuzzification

Fuzzification is the process through which the fuzzy system converts its numerical crisp inputs \( u_i \in c \) into fuzzy sets. Let \( U_i^* \) denote the set of all possible fuzzy sets that can be defined on \( U_i \). Given \( u_i \in U_i \), fuzzification transforms \( u_i \) to a fuzzy set denoted \( \tilde{A}_i^{fuz} \) defined on the universe of discourse \( U_i \). This transformation is produced by the fuzzification operator \( F \) defined by

\[
F : U_i \rightarrow U_i^*
\]  

where

\[
F(u_i) = \tilde{A}_i^{fuz}
\]

### 4.2.3 The Inference Mechanism

Two basic tasks are performed by the Inference Mechanism namely, matching and inference step. Matching determines the degree to which each rule applies to the situation characterized by the FLC inputs \( u_i \), whereas the inference step uses the FLC input \( u_i \) together with the information in the rule-base to draw the fuzzy conclusions.

The first step in matching is to combine inputs with rule premises through finding fuzzy sets. The second step involves finding which rules are ON. To perform inference, we must first quantify each of the rules with fuzzy logic. To do this, we first quantify the meaning of the premises of the rules that are composed of several terms, each of which involves a fuzzy controller input.

Through fuzzification, we quantified the meaning of the linguistic input terms via the membership functions. In order to quantify the "and" operation we form membership values \( \mu_i(u_{i1}, u_{i2}, \ldots, u_{in}) \) for the \( i^{th} \) rule’s premise \( \mu_{premise} \) that represent the certainty that each rule premise holds for the given inputs. Considering the general FLC rule given in (4.2) for a two inputs, single output process

\[
\text{If } \tilde{u}_i \text{ is } \tilde{A}_i^j \text{ and } \tilde{u}_2 \text{ is } \tilde{A}_2^k \text{ Then } \tilde{y} \text{ is } \tilde{B}_p
\]

\( \mu_{premise} \) can be calculated as follow:
• Minimum: Define $\mu_{\text{premise}} = \min\{\mu_{\tilde{A}_1}(u_1), \mu_{\tilde{A}_2}(u_2)\}$ that is, using the minimum of the membership values.

• **Product:** Define $\mu_{\text{premise}} = \mu_{\tilde{A}_1}(u_1) * \mu_{\tilde{A}_2}(u_2)$, that is, using the product of the membership values.

Both ways of quantifying the "and" operation in the premise indicate that you can be no more certain about the conjunction of two statements than you are about the individual terms that make them up ($0 \leq \mu_{\text{premise}} \leq 1$ for either case). If we consider all possible $\tilde{u}_1$ and $\tilde{u}_2$ values, we will obtain a multidimensional membership function $u_{\text{premise}}(\tilde{u}_1, \tilde{u}_2)$ that is a function of $\tilde{u}_1$ and $\tilde{u}_2$ for each rule. The value of this function represents how certain we are that the rule in (4.2) is applicable for specifying the output to the plant. As $\tilde{u}_1$ and $\tilde{u}_2$ change, the value of $u_{\text{premise}}$ changes and we become less or more certain of the applicability of this rule.

In general, we will have a different premise membership function for each of the rules in the rule-base, and each of these will be a function of $\tilde{u}_1$ and $\tilde{u}_2$ so that given specific values of $\tilde{u}_1$ and $\tilde{u}_2$ we obtain a quantification of the certainty that each rule in the rule-base applies to the current situation.

The second step of matching is to determine which rules are ON to find out which rules are relevant to the current situation. We say that a rule is “ON at time $t$” if its premise membership function $\mu_{\text{premise}}(\tilde{u}_1, \tilde{u}_2) > 0$. In the next step, the inference mechanism will seek to combine the recommendations of all the rules to come up with a single conclusion.

4.2.4 **Inference Step**

The inference step determines which conclusions should be reached when the rules that are on are applied to decide what the output should be. To do this, we will first consider the recommendations of each rule independently. Then later we will combine all the recommendations from all the rules to determine the output. The minimum operation will be used to consider the conclusion reached by each rule; in general, we will never have more than four rules on at one time. Each ON rule will result in a membership function for the conclusion, which we denote by, $\mu_{(\text{rule No.})}$ that is given by:
This membership function defines the "implied fuzzy set" for the ON rule. Notice that the membership function \( \mu_{(\text{rule No.})}(y) \) is a time-varying function of \( y \) that quantifies how certain the rule will apply and that the minimum operation will generally, "chop off the top" of the \( \mu_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y) \) membership function to produce \( \mu_{(\text{rule No.})}(y) \). While the input to the inference process is the set of rules that are on, its output is the set of implied fuzzy sets that represent the conclusions reached by all the rules that are on.

4.2.5 Defuzzification

A number of defuzzification strategies exist, each provides a means to choose a single output (which we denote with \( y^{\text{crisp}} \)) based on the implied fuzzy sets.

- Center of gravity (COG): A crisp output \( y^{\text{crisp}} \) is chosen using the center of area and area of each implied fuzzy set, and is given by

\[
y^{\text{crisp}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{R} b_{i}^{q} \int_{y_{q}} \mu_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y_{q})dy_{q}}{\sum_{i=1}^{R} \int_{y_{q}} \mu_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y_{q})dy_{q}}
\]

where \( R \) is the number of rules, \( b_{i}^{q} \) is the center of area of the membership function of \( B_{i}^{q} \) associated with the implied fuzzy set \( \tilde{B}_{i}^{q} \) for the \( i \)th rule \((j, k, \ldots, l; p, q), \) and \( \int_{y_{q}} \mu_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y_{q})dy_{q} \) denotes the area under \( u_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y_{q}) \). The COG can be easy to compute since it is often easy to find closed-form expressions for the integral, which is the area under a membership function.

- Center-average: A crisp output \( y^{\text{crisp}} \) is chosen using the centers of each of the output membership functions and the maximum certainty of each of the conclusions represented with the implied fuzzy sets, and is given by

\[
y^{\text{crisp}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{R} b_{i}^{q} \sup_{y_{q}} \left\{ \mu_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y_{q}) \right\}}{\sum_{i=1}^{R} \sup_{y_{q}} \left\{ \mu_{\tilde{B}_{i}}(y_{q}) \right\}}
\]
where "sup" which is the "supremum" or the least upper bound, which can often be thought of as the maximum value.

4.3 FUZZY CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN EXAMPLE

There is no general systematic procedure to design a high-performance fuzzy controller. However, going through the following general example will clarify all the steps described in section 4.2.

Suppose that at some point fuzzification produces \( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_1 \), \( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_2 \) as fuzzy sets representing the crisp inputs \( u_1, u_2 \) respectively and that \( u_1 = -0.375 \) and \( u_2 = 0.375 \) are the crisp inputs of our system. Figure 4.3 shows the membership functions for the inputs and indicates with thick yellow vertical lines the values \( \mu_{\tilde{\mathcal{A}}_1}(0.375) = 0.75, \mu_{\tilde{\mathcal{A}}_2}(0.375) = 0.25, \mu_{\tilde{\mathcal{A}}_2}(0.375) = 0.25, \) and \( \mu_{\tilde{\mathcal{A}}_2}(0.375) = 0.75 \) for \( \tilde{u}_1 \) and \( \tilde{u}_2 \).

The next step is to define the rule-base that maps the inputs \( u_1, u_2 \) to the output \( y \), which is defined by the fuzzy set \( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_\text{fuzz} \) shown in Figure 4.4. For our discussed example, we will consider the rules in Table 4-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \tilde{u}_2 )</th>
<th>( \tilde{u}_1 )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_1 )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_2 )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_3 )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_4 )</th>
<th>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_5 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_1 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_5 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_5 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_4 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_3 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_2 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_5 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_5 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_4 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_3 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_3 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_5 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_4 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_3 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_2 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_4 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_4 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_3 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_2 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_1 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{A}}_5 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_3 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_2 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_1 )</td>
<td>( \tilde{\mathcal{B}}_1 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After that, the inference will be performed through quantifying the applicable premises. Therefore, from Figure 4.3 and Table 4-1 the ON rules are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } \tilde{u}_1 \text{ is } \tilde{A}^2_1 \text{ and } \tilde{u}_2 \text{ is } \tilde{A}^3_2 \text{ Then } \tilde{y} \text{ is } \tilde{B}^4 & \\
\text{If } \tilde{u}_1 \text{ is } \tilde{A}^2_1 \text{ and } \tilde{u}_2 \text{ is } \tilde{A}^3_2 \text{ Then } \tilde{y} \text{ is } \tilde{B}^3
\end{align*}
\]
If \( \tilde{u}_1 \) is \( \tilde{A}^3 \) and \( \tilde{u}_2 \) is \( \tilde{A}^3 \) Then \( \tilde{y} \) is \( \tilde{B}^3 \)

If \( \tilde{u}_1 \) is \( \tilde{A}^3 \) and \( \tilde{u}_2 \) is \( \tilde{A}^4 \) Then \( \tilde{y} \) is \( \tilde{B}^2 \)

Then we will start considering the conclusion reached by the four rules. Using the minimum to represent the premise:

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}_{(1)}} = \min \left\{ \mu_{A^1_1}(u_1) = 0.75, \mu_{A^3_2}(u_2) = 0.25 \right\} = 0.25
\]

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}_{(2)}} = \min \left\{ \mu_{A^2_1}(u_1) = 0.75, \mu_{A^1_2}(u_2) = 0.75 \right\} = 0.75
\] (4.14)

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}_{(3)}} = \min \left\{ \mu_{A^3_1}(u_1) = 0.25, \mu_{A^3_2}(u_2) = 0.25 \right\} = 0.25
\]

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}_{(4)}} = \min \left\{ \mu_{A^4_1}(u_1) = 0.25, \mu_{A^3_2}(u_2) = 0.75 \right\} = 0.25
\]

The previous four premises show that we are 0.25 certain that the first, third and fourth rules apply, where as we are 0.75 certain that the second rule applies to the current situation.

The next step is to find the membership function for the conclusion reached by each rule. Rule (1) will produce the function \( \mu_{(1)}(y) \), which is shown in Figure 4.5 and is given by

\[
\mu_{(1)}(y) = \min \left\{ \mu_{B^4}(y), 0.25 \right\} = 0.25
\] (4.15)

![Figure 4.5: Implied fuzzy set with membership function \( \mu_{(1)}(y) \) for rule (1)](image-url)
Rule (2) will produce the function $\mu_{(2)}(y)$, which is shown in Figure 4.6 and is given by

$$\mu_{(2)}(y) = \min\left\{ \mu_{B_3}(y), 0.75 \right\} = 0.75 \tag{4.16}$$

Rule (3) will produce the function $\mu_{(3)}(y)$, which is shown in Figure 4.7 and is given by

$$\mu_{(3)}(y) = \min\left\{ \mu_{B_3}(y), 0.25 \right\} = 0.25 \tag{4.17}$$

Rule (4) will produce the function $\mu_{(4)}(y)$, which is shown in Figure 4.8 and is given by

$$\mu_{(4)}(y) = \min\left\{ \mu_{B_2}(y), 0.25 \right\} = 0.25 \tag{4.18}$$
The last step is to perform defuzzification, for which we will draw all the implied fuzzy sets on one axis as shown in Figure 4.9. In order to find the output \( y^{\text{crisp}} \) that best represents the conclusions of the fuzzy controller we will consider both COG and average-center techniques.

From Figure 4.9, we can clearly see that the center of the fuzzy implied set is \( b_1 = 0.5 \) for the first rule, \( b_2 = 0 \) and \( b_3 = 0 \) for the second, and third rules, and finally \( b_4 = -0.5 \) for the fourth rule.

From (4.11) COG method computes \( y^{\text{crisp}} \) to be

\[
y^{\text{crisp}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{4} b_i \int \mu(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{4} \int \mu(i)}
\] (4.19)

\( \int \mu(i) \) can be calculated through simple geometry. As the output MFs consists of symmetric triangular functions that peak at one and have a base width \( w \), the area under a triangle chopped off at a height of \( \mu_{\text{premise}} \) is

\[
\int \mu(i) = w \left( \mu_{\text{premise}} - \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}}^2}{2} \right)
\] (4.20)

Using Equations (4.19) and (4.20) with Figure 4.9 we have

\[
\int \mu(1) = \int \mu(3) = \int \mu(4) = 1 \left( 0.25 - \frac{(0.25)^2}{2} \right) = 0.21875
\] (4.21)
\[ \int \mu(2) = 0.5 \left( 0.75 - \frac{(0.75)^2}{2} \right) = 0.46875 \]

\[ y^{c\text{risp}} = \frac{(0.5)(0.21875) + (-0.5)(0.46875) + (0)(0.21875) + (0)(0.21875)}{0.21875 + 0.46875 + 0.21875 + 0.21875} = -0.11111 \]

However, if we use the center-average defuzzifier, shown in (4.12) \( y^{c\text{risp}} \) will equal

\[ y^{c\text{risp}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{4} b_i \sup(\mu(i))}{\sum_{i=1}^{4} \sup(\mu(i))} \] (4.22)

Where \( \sup(\mu(i)) \) is the height of \( \mu_{\text{premise}} \)

\[ \sup(\mu(1)) = \sup(\mu(3)) = \sup(\mu(4)) = 0.25 \]

\[ \sup(\mu(2)) = 0.75 \] (4.23)

\[ y_{\text{risp}}^{c} = \frac{(0.5)(0.25) + (-0.5)(0.75) + (0)(0.25) + (0)(0.25)}{0.25 + 0.75 + 0.25 + 0.25} = -0.1667 \]

COG is more accurate than center-average. However, the advantages of the center-average defuzzification method are its simpler computations compared to the COG and has less memory requirements as the output membership functions are easy to store since the only relevant information they provide are their center values \( (b_i) \).

\[ \begin{align*}
\tilde{B}^2 & = \text{Implied fuzzy sets}
\end{align*} \]
CHAPTER 5 : PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN & SIMULATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The proposed DSP based standalone photovoltaic system consists of two main subsystems; an astronomical two-axis tracker combined with an MPPT based buck converter. Both subsystems are controlled through two TMS320F28335 eZdsp boards.

Figure 5.1 shows the overall system architecture. The proposed MPPT controller builds upon the simplicity of the P&O technique but eliminates the resulting steady state oscillations by adaptively modifying the reference voltage perturbation step-size C using a fuzzy logic controller.

5.2 FLC BASED P&O

As shown in Figure 5.1, the proposed control scheme takes the absolute power slope $S_a$ of the PV panel curve and the old voltage perturbation step $C_{old}$ as its inputs and outputs the change in the new P&O step size $\Delta C$.

In order to design the FLC we will repeat the steps given in the example of section 4.3. So first, we will fuzzify the two input variables by using normalized fuzzy sets each of three triangular membership functions (MFs): Small, Medium, and Large as shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1: The proposed DSP-based standalone solar energy system
The mathematical characterization of the triangular inputs membership function is given below.

\[
\mu_{\text{Small}}(u) = \begin{cases} 
 1 & \text{if } u \leq 0 \\ 
 \max \left\{ 0, 1 - \frac{u}{0.5} \right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (5.1)

\[
\mu_{\text{Medium}}(u) = \begin{cases} 
 \max \left\{ 0, 1 + \frac{u - 0.5}{0.5} \right\} & \text{if } u \leq 0.5 \\ 
 \max \left\{ 0, 1 - \frac{0.5 - u}{0.5} \right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (5.2)

\[
\mu_{\text{Large}}(u) = \begin{cases} 
 \max \left\{ 0, 1 + \frac{u - 1}{0.5} \right\} & \text{if } u \leq 1 \\ 
 1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (5.3)

Figure 5.2: a) MF of the 1\textsuperscript{st} input $S_a$  b) MF of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} input $C_{old}$
The output variable consists of a normalized fuzzy set of five triangular MFs: Negative Big (NB), Negative Small (NS), Zero (ZO), Positive Small (PS), and Positive Big (PB) as shown in Figure 5.3.

The mathematical characterization of the triangular output membership function is given below.

\[
\mu_{NB}(\Delta C) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \Delta C \leq -1 \\
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{\Delta C - 0.5}{0.5}\right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

\[
\mu_{NS}(\Delta C) = \begin{cases} 
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{\Delta C + 0.5}{0.5}\right\} & \text{if } \Delta C \leq -0.5 \\
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{\Delta C - 0.5}{0.5}\right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

\[
\mu_{ZO}(\Delta C) = \begin{cases} 
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{\Delta C}{0.5}\right\} & \text{if } \Delta C \leq 0 \\
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{-\Delta C}{0.5}\right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

\[
\mu_{PS}(\Delta C) = \begin{cases} 
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{\Delta C - 0.5}{0.5}\right\} & \text{if } \Delta C \leq 0.5 \\
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{0.5 - \Delta C}{0.5}\right\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

\[
\mu_{PB}(\Delta C) = \begin{cases} 
\max\left\{0, 1 + \frac{\Delta C - 1}{0.5}\right\} & \text{if } \Delta C \leq 1 \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)
After the fuzzification of the crisp inputs, the resulting fuzzy sets have to be compared to the rule-base. As shown in (4.9) the rule base is a set of "If premise Then consequent" rules constructed according to the designer system knowledge and experience. Depending on the value of the absolute power slope, the panel PV curve is divided into three regions as shown in Figure 5.4. Given the old perturbation step \( C_{\text{old}} \), the controller will determine the change to the new step in order to reach the MPP.

Suppose that the operating point is at \( P_1 \), where the absolute value of the slope \( S_a \) is Large. This means that the operating point is far from the MPP. The old step \( C_{\text{old}} \) can have in this case three different values. If \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Small, then the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Positive Big (PB) in order to rapidly reach the MPP. Whereas if \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Medium, the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Positive Small (PS) in order to reach the MPP without oscillating around it. Finally if \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Large, the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Zero (ZO) in order to avoid exceeding the MPP in the opposite direction leading to oscillations.

As a result, Large \( S_a \) results in three rules, each with the following premise and conclusion function

- **If** \( S_a \) is Large and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Small **Then** \( \Delta C \) is Positive Big

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}(1)} = \min (\mu_{\text{Large} \ (S_a)}, \mu_{\text{Small} \ (C_{\text{old}})} )
\]

\[
\mu_{(1)} (\Delta C) = \min (\mu_{PB} (\Delta C), \mu_{\text{premise}(1)} )
\]

Figure 5.4: FLC based P&O PV curve illustration
• If \( S_a \) is Large and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Medium Then \( \Delta C \) is Positive Small

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}(2)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Large}}(S_a), \mu_{\text{Medium}}(C_{\text{old}}))
\]

\[
\mu(2)(\Delta C) = \min\{\mu_{PS}(\Delta C), \mu_{\text{premise}(2)}\}
\]

• If \( S_a \) is Large and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Large Then \( \Delta C \) is Zero

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}(3)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Large}}(S_a), \mu_{\text{Large}}(C_{\text{old}}))
\]

\[
\mu(3)(\Delta C) = \min\{\mu_{ZO}(\Delta C), \mu_{\text{premise}(3)}\}
\]

Suppose that the operating point is at \( P_2 \), where the absolute value of the slope \( S_a \) is Medium. This means that the operating point is nearer to the MPP compared to the previous case but still not quit at it. The old step \( C_{\text{old}} \) can have in this case three different values. If \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Small, then the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Positive Small (PB) in order to reach the MPP without oscillating around it. Whereas if \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Medium, the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Zero (ZO) in order to avoid exceeding the MPP in the opposite direction leading to oscillations. Finally if \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Large, the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Negative Small (NS) in order to not to exceed the MPP.

As a result, Medium \( S_a \) results in three rules each with the following premise and conclusion function

• If \( S_a \) is Medium and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Small Then \( \Delta C \) is Positive Small

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}(4)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Medium}}(S_a), \mu_{\text{Small}}(C_{\text{old}}))
\]

\[
\mu(4)(\Delta C) = \min\{\mu_{PS}(\Delta C), \mu_{\text{premise}(4)}\}
\]

• If \( S_a \) is Medium and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Medium Then \( \Delta C \) is Positive Zero

\[
\mu_{\text{premise}(5)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Medium}}(S_a), \mu_{\text{Medium}}(C_{\text{old}}))
\]

\[
\mu(5)(\Delta C) = \min\{\mu_{ZO}(\Delta C), \mu_{\text{premise}(5)}\}
\]

• If \( S_a \) is Medium and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Large Then \( \Delta C \) is Negative Small
\[ \mu_{\text{premise}(6)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Medium} (S_a)}, \mu_{\text{Large} (C_{\text{old}})}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

\[ \mu_{(6)} \Delta C = \min \{ \mu_{\text{NS} (\Delta C)}, \mu_{\text{premise}(6)} \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

Suppose that the operating point is at P₃, where the absolute value of the slope \( S_a \) is Small. This means that the operating point is just close to the MPP. The old step \( C_{\text{old}} \) can have in this case three different values. If \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Small, then the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Zero (ZO) in order to avoid exceeding the MPP in the opposite direction leading to oscillations. Whereas if \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Medium, the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Negative Small (NS) in order to not to exceed the MPP. Finally if \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Large, the change in step size \( \Delta C \) has to be Negative Big (NB) in order to not to exceed the MPP.

As a result, Small \( S_a \) results in three rules each with the following premise and conclusion function

- **If** \( S_a \) is Small and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Small **Then** \( \Delta C \) is Zero
  \[ \mu_{\text{premise}(7)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Small} (S_a)}, \mu_{\text{Small} (C_{\text{old}})}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.21)
  \[ \mu_{(7)} \Delta C = \min \{ \mu_{\text{ZO} (\Delta C)}, \mu_{\text{premise}(7)} \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.22)

- **If** \( S_a \) is Small and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Medium **Then** \( \Delta C \) is Negative Small
  \[ \mu_{\text{premise}(8)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Small} (S_a)}, \mu_{\text{Medium} (C_{\text{old}})}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.23)
  \[ \mu_{(8)} \Delta C = \min \{ \mu_{\text{NS} (\Delta C)}, \mu_{\text{premise}(8)} \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.24)

- **If** \( S_a \) is Small and \( C_{\text{old}} \) is Large **Then** \( \Delta C \) is Negative Big
  \[ \mu_{\text{premise}(9)} = \min(\mu_{\text{Small} (S_a)}, \mu_{\text{Large} (C_{\text{old}})}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.25)
  \[ \mu_{(9)} \Delta C = \min \{ \mu_{\text{NB} (\Delta C)}, \mu_{\text{premise}(9)} \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.26)

The FLC rules are shown in Table 5-1. The premise, which is the first part of the rule, is calculated using the inference minimum operator. The operator compares between the rules that are ON in each input MF and takes the minimum rule.

The last step in the FLC process is the defuzzification, which takes the implied fuzzy set and transforms it back to a real continuous number or a crisp output. The center of gravity (COG) defuzzification method shown in (4.10) is used in this work.
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Table 5-1: FLC rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_x=dP/dV$</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>ZO</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>ZO</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>ZO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$
\Delta C^{crisp} = \frac{(-1) \int \mu_{(9)} (\Delta C) + (-0.5) \int \mu_{(8)} (\Delta C) + (0) \int \mu_{(7)} (\Delta C)}{\sum_{i=1}^{9} \int \mu_{(i)} (\Delta C)}
+ \frac{(-0.5) \int \mu_{(6)} (\Delta C) + (0) \int \mu_{(5)} (\Delta C) + (0.5) \int \mu_{(4)} (\Delta C)}{\sum_{i=1}^{9} \int \mu_{(i)} (\Delta C)}
+ \frac{(0) \int \mu_{(3)} (\Delta C) + (0.5) \int \mu_{(2)} (\Delta C) + (1) \int \mu_{(1)} (\Delta C)}{\sum_{i=1}^{9} \int \mu_{(i)} (\Delta C)}
$$

(5.27)

Substituting with the premises values from (5.19)-(5.26)

$$
\Delta C^{crisp} = \frac{(-1) \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(9)} - \frac{\left( \mu_{\text{premise}(9)} \right)^2}{2} \right) + (-0.5) \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(8)} - \frac{\left( \mu_{\text{premise}(8)} \right)^2}{2} \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{9} \int \mu_{(i)} (\Delta C)}
+ \frac{(-0.5) \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(6)} - \frac{\left( \mu_{\text{premise}(6)} \right)^2}{2} \right) + (0.5) \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(4)} - \frac{\left( \mu_{\text{premise}(4)} \right)^2}{2} \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{9} \int \mu_{(i)} (\Delta C)}
+ \frac{(0.5) \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(2)} - \frac{\left( \mu_{\text{premise}(2)} \right)^2}{2} \right) + (1) \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(1)} - \frac{\left( \mu_{\text{premise}(1)} \right)^2}{2} \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{9} \int \mu_{(i)} (\Delta C)}
$$

(5.28)
where

$$\sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C) = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \mu_{\text{premise}(9)} - \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(9)}}{2} \right)^2 \\ + \mu_{\text{premise}(7)} - \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(7)}}{2} \right)^2 \\ + \mu_{\text{premise}(5)} - \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(5)}}{2} \right)^2 \\ + \mu_{\text{premise}(3)} - \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(3)}}{2} \right)^2 \\ + \mu_{\text{premise}(1)} - \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(1)}}{2} \right)^2 \end{array} \right\}$$

Equations (5.27)-(5.28) can be rearranged in the following form by introducing two functions $f_1$ and $f_2$.

$$\Delta C^{\text{crisp}} = -0.5 f_1(S_a, C_{old}) + 0.5 f_2(S_a, C_{old})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.29)

where

$$f_1(S_a, C_{old}) = -2 \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C) \right\}$$

$$f_2(S_a, C_{old}) = -2 \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C) \right\}$$

$$f_1(S_a, C_{old}) = 2 \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C) \right\}$$

$$f_2(S_a, C_{old}) = 2 \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C) \right\}$$
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5.3 STABILITY ANALYSIS

The optimization of the Fuzzy-MPPT algorithm is carried out by selecting the optimum choice of three main parameters characterizing the dynamic behavior of the whole system composed by the buck converter, PV array, and MPPT controller.

These parameters are the PI controller gains ($K_p$, $K_i$) of the inner voltage control loop, the sampling interval $T_r$ of the reference voltage, and the amplitude of the reference voltage perturbation $C$. The stability of the whole system can be achieved by appropriate design of the PI controller and by proper selection of the sampling interval $T_r$.

5.3.1 Inner Voltage-Loop Stability Analysis

The stability of the inner voltage control loop can be analyzed using the Lyapunov stability method. A positive definite function $V(t)$ is defined as:

$$V(t) = \frac{1}{2} e^2(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.30)

where $e = V_{\text{ref}} - V_{\text{in}}$

and $\frac{de}{dt} = -\frac{dV_{\text{in}}}{dt}$

For step input reference, the derivative of $V(t)$ with respect to time is

$$\frac{dV(t)}{dt} = e(t) \frac{d(V_{\text{ref}} - V_{\text{in}})}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.31)

$$\frac{dV(t)}{dt} = -e(t) \frac{dV_{\text{in}}}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.32)

Taking the derivative of the buck converter input $V_{\text{in}}$ with respect to time gives

$$\frac{dV_{\text{in}}}{dt} = \frac{dV_{\text{in}}}{dD} \frac{dD}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.33)

Defining a PI controller as $u = K_p e + K_i \int e \, dt$ and the duty cycle $D = (1 - u) = 1 - K_p e - K_i \int e \, dt$. The derivative of the control signal with respect to time is
\[
\frac{dD}{dt} = -K_p \frac{de}{dt} - K_i e \\
\frac{dD}{dt} = K_p \frac{dV_{in}}{dt} - K_i e
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.34) \hspace{1cm} (5.35)

Substitute \(\frac{dD}{dt}\) in equation (5.33)

\[
\frac{dV_{in}}{dt} = (K_p \frac{dV_{in}}{dt} - K_i e) \frac{dV_{in}}{dD}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.36)

Hence

\[
\frac{dV_{in}}{dt} (1 - K_p \frac{dV_{in}}{dD}) = -K_i e \frac{dV_{in}}{dD}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.37)

\[
\frac{dV_{in}}{dt} = \frac{-K_i e \frac{dV_{in}}{dD}}{(1 - K_p \frac{dV_{in}}{dD})}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.38)

As a result,

\[
\frac{dV(t)}{dt} = \frac{K_i e^2 \frac{dV_{in}}{dD}}{(1 - K_p \frac{dV_{in}}{dD})}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.39)

Therefore, in order to prove the system stability, \(\frac{dV(t)}{dt}\) can be made negative if \(K_p > 0, K_i > 0\) and the system sensitivity function \(\frac{dV_{in}}{dD}\) < 0.

From the buck converter model equation (3.45), we have

\[
V_{in} = I_{in} R_{in} = I_{in} \frac{R_p}{D^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.45)

Using this equation in connection with the PV panel IV characteristics, we can observe the following two operating modes:

If the duty cycle \(D\) increases, then \(\frac{R_p}{D^2}\) decreases and \(I_{in}\) will increase. As a result, \(V_{in}\) will decrease.
If the duty cycle $D$ decreases, then $\frac{R_o}{D^2}$ increases and $I_n$ will decrease. As a result, $V_n$ will increase.

This shows that the rate of change in voltage is always opposite to the rate of change in duty cycle. This can be expressed in mathematical form as

$$\frac{dV_n}{dt} = -K \text{sign} \left( \frac{dD}{dt} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.40)

where $K$ is a positive gain factor.

Multiplying both sides of equation (5.40) by $\frac{dD}{dt}$ gives

$$\frac{dV_n}{dt} \frac{dD}{dt} = -K \frac{dD}{dt} \text{sign} \left( \frac{dD}{dt} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.41)

$$\left( \frac{dV_n}{dD} \frac{dD}{dt} \right) \frac{dD}{dt} = -K \frac{dD}{dt} \text{sign} \left( \frac{dD}{dt} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.42)

$$\frac{dV_n}{dD} \left( \frac{dD}{dt} \right)^2 = -K \frac{dD}{dt} \text{sign} \left( \frac{dD}{dt} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.43)

Since $\frac{dD}{dt} \text{sign} \left( \frac{dD}{dt} \right) > 0$ then $\frac{dV_n}{dD}$ is always negative. As a result $\frac{dV(t)}{dt}$ is negative and the inner voltage control loop is stable.

5.3.2 P&O Stability Analysis

Next, the stability of the P&O can be achieved by proper selection of the reference voltage-sampling interval $T_r$ as follows. The sampling interval should be set higher than a proper threshold in order to avoid instability of the MPPT algorithm and to reduce the number of oscillations around the MPP in steady state. If the array voltage and current are sampled too fast, the algorithm may be subjected to possible mistakes caused by the transient behavior of the whole system, thus missing, even if temporarily, the current MPP of the PV panel, which is assumed to be in steady-state operation. As a result, the energy efficiency decays as the algorithm can be confused and the operating point can become unstable, entering disordered and/or chaotic behaviors [12].
To avoid this potential problem, it must be ensured that, after each reference voltage perturbation, the system reaches steady state before the next measurements of array voltage and current are acquired.

Assume that the inner closed loop is designed to behave like a second order dominant system with the desired maximum overshoot $M_p$ and 2% settling time $t_s$.

\[ \frac{\hat{v}_{in}(s)}{\hat{v}_{in,ref}(s)} \approx \frac{K_0 \omega_n^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta \omega_n s + \omega_n^2} \]  

(5.44)

where $\omega_n$ is the natural frequency and $\zeta$ is the damping factor of the dominant closed loop poles. The response of $\hat{v}_{in}$ to a small step voltage perturbation of amplitude $C$ is

\[ \hat{v}_{in}(t) = C \left[ 1 - e^{-\zeta \omega_n t} \cos(\omega_n \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} t) - \frac{\zeta e^{-\zeta \omega_n t}}{\sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}} \sin(\omega_n \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} t) \right] \]  

(5.45)

where $\zeta = -\ln M_p \sqrt{\pi^2 + (\ln M_p)^2}$, $\omega_n \approx \frac{4}{\zeta t_s}$

Therefore $\hat{v}_{in}$ will keep within the 2% range of the reference voltage if the sampling interval $T_r$ is higher than $t_s \left( T_r >> t_s \right)$.

5.3.3 Fuzzy-MPPT Stability Analysis

Finally, the stability of the Fuzzy-MPPT is studied by analyzing the recursive equation of the overall Fuzzy-MPPT algorithm

\[ V_{ref}^{(k)} = V_{ref}^{(k-1)} \pm C(k) \]  

(5.46)

this can be written as

\[ V_{ref}^{(k)} = V_{ref}^{(k-1)} + \text{sign}(S(k)) C(k) \]  

(5.47)

where

\[ S(k) = \frac{\Delta P(k)}{\Delta V(k)} = \frac{P(k) - P(k-1)}{V(k) - V(k-1)}, \]  

(5.48)

\[ C(k) = C(k-1) + \Delta C(k), \]  

(5.49)
\[ \Delta C(k) = f(S_a(k), C(k-1)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.50)

and

\[ S_a(k) = |S(k)| = \frac{\Delta P(k)}{\Delta V(k)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.51)

Substituting in (5.47)

\[ V_{ref}(k) = V_{ref}(k-1) + \text{sign}(S(k))\{C(k-1) + f(S_a(k), C(k-1))\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.52)

hence

\[
\begin{bmatrix} V_{ref}(k) \\ C(k) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \text{sign}(S(k)) \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_{ref}(k-1) \\ C(k-1) \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \text{sign}(S(k)) \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} f(S_a(k), C(k-1))
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.53)

In steady state

\[ V_{ref}(k) = V_{ref}(k-1) = V_{ref,ss} \]

\[ C(k) = C(k-1) = C_{ss} \]

as a result

\[
\begin{bmatrix} V_{ref,ss} \\ C_{ss} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \text{sign}(S(k)) \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_{ref,ss} \\ C_{ss} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \text{sign}(S(k)) \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} f(S_{a,ss}, C_{ss})
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.54)

When the operating point reaches the MPP in steady state, \( S_{a,ss} = 0 \) and \( C_{ss} = 0 \) hence

\[
\begin{bmatrix} V_{ref,ss} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \text{sign}(S(k)) \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V_{ref,ss} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \text{sign}(S(k)) \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} f(0, 0)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.55)

This is leads to

\[ V_{ref,ss} = V_{ref,ss} + \text{sign}(S(k))f(0, 0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.56)

In order to prove our Fuzzy-MPPT convergence, we need to show that

\[ \lim_{S_a, C_{old} \to 0} f(0, 0) = 0. \]

This limit can be found through the crisp output function given by (5.29):

\[ \lim_{S_a, C_{old} \to 0} \Delta C^{crisp} = -0.5 \lim_{S_a, C_{old} \to 0} f_1(S_a, C_{old}) + 0.5 \lim_{S_a, C_{old} \to 0} f_2(S_a, C_{old}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.57)

Finding this limit using (5.19)-(5.26) yields
\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(9)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 - \frac{S_a}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{C_{\text{old}} - 1}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, 1\}, \max\{0, -1\}] = \min[1, 0] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(8)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 - \frac{S_a}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{C_{\text{old}} - 0.5}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, 1\}, \max\{0, 0\}] = \min[1, 0] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(7)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0, 1 - \frac{S_a}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0, 1 - \frac{C_{\text{old}}}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, 1\}, \max\{0, 1\}] = \min[1, 1] = 1
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(6)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{S_a}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{C_{\text{old}} - 1}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, 0\}, \max\{0, -1\}] = \min[0, 0] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(5)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{S_a}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{C_{\text{old}} - 0.5}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \tag{5.58}
= \min[\max\{0, 0\}, \max\{0, 0\}] = \min[0, 0] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(4)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{S_a}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 - \frac{C_{\text{old}}}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, 0\}, \max\{0, 1\}] = \min[0, 1] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(3)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{S_a - 1}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{C_{\text{old}} - 1}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, -1\}, \max\{0, -1\}] = \min[0, 0] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(2)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{S_a - 1}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{C_{\text{old}} - 0.5}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, -1\}, \max\{0, 0\}] = \min[0, 0] = 0
\]

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \mu_{\text{premise}(1)} = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \min \left[ \max \left\{ 0.1 + \frac{S_a - 1}{0.5}, \max \left\{ 0.1 - \frac{C_{\text{old}}}{0.5} \right\} \right\} \right] \\
= \min[\max\{0, -1\}, \max\{0, 1\}] = \min[0, 1] = 0
\]

As a result,

\[
\lim_{S_a \to 0} \sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(A \cap C) = \lim_{S_a \to 0} \left( \mu_{\text{premise}(7)} - \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(7)}}{2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right) = 0.5 \tag{5.59}
\]

Substituting in (5.58) and (5.59) in (5.57)
\[
\lim_{\text{new} \to \text{old}} f_1(S, C) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{2}{\mu_{\text{premise}(9)}} - \frac{\left(\mu_{\text{premise}(9)}\right)^2}{2} + \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(8)}}{2} - \frac{\left(\mu_{\text{premise}(8)}\right)^2}{2} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C)
\end{array} \right.
\]
\[
\lim_{\text{new} \to \text{old}} f_2(S, C) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(4)}}{2} - \frac{\left(\mu_{\text{premise}(4)}\right)^2}{2} + \frac{\mu_{\text{premise}(2)}}{2} - \frac{\left(\mu_{\text{premise}(2)}\right)^2}{2} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{9} \mu_{(i)}(\Delta C)
\end{array} \right.
\]
\[
\lim_{\text{new} \to \text{old}} f(0, 0) = \lim_{\text{new} \to \text{old}} \Delta C_{\text{crisp}} = 0
\]

As a conclusion

\[
\lim_{\text{new} \to \text{old}} f(0, 0) = \lim_{\text{new} \to \text{old}} \Delta C_{\text{crisp}} = 0
\]

Equation (5.61) shows that if the system reaches MPP with \( V_{\text{ref}}(k) = V_{\text{ref,ss}} \) and the FLC output \( C(k) = C_{\text{ss}} = 0 \), then the system will stay operating at this stable operating point unless the temperature or the insolation conditions change.

5.4 PV SYSTEM SIMULATION

In order to verify the proposed controller operation, the FLC based P&O-MPPT was integrated into the Simulink PV panel model derived in section II. Through simulation, the proposed technique is compared to the conventional P&O-
MPPT with two different duty cycle steps under varying insolation conditions. The inner-voltage control loop sampling time $T_s$ was set to 0.3 seconds while the P&O sampling time $T_r$ was set to be 15 seconds in order to give the PV voltage enough time to reach the reference value before the next perturbation step.

5.4.1 PV Panel Characteristic

The complete PV system simulation is constructed using the derived PV panel and power converter models. The simulated system consists of a PV panel, a DC-DC converter, and a MPPT controller as shown in Figure 5.5.

The PV panel block consists of an Embedded MATLAB Function containing the derived PV panel model shown in equation (3.18). The panel takes the temperature (T), the nominal sun insolation (Suns) and the panel voltage ($V_{\text{panel}}$) as inputs and outputs the panel current ($I_{\text{panel}}$). As shown in Figure 5.6 the buck converter block consists of a representation of equations (3.27)-(3.38). The blocks representing each equation are shown in Figure 5.7.

![Figure 5.5: PV system simulation using MATLAB/Simulink](image)
The complete PV system simulation is constructed using the derived PV panel and power converter model. The parameters of the Isofoton 150-Watt PV panel and the buck converter are shown in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 respectively. Figure 5.8 shows the simulated PV panel characteristic under standard testing conditions.
Comparing Figure 5.8 with the manufacturer datasheet characteristics shown in Figure 5.9 validates the simulated results.

The MATLAB/Simulink model runs at a sampling rate of 0.05 sec. The model is used to get the PV panel characteristic through varying the power converter input duty cycle in fixed steps under STC conditions.

Figure 5.8 shows the simulated PV panel characteristic under standard testing conditions. Comparing Figure 5.8 with the manufacturer datasheet characteristics shown in Figure 5.9 validates the simulated results.

Figure 5.8: PV panel simulated characteristics at STC

Figure 5.9: PV panel datasheet characteristics at STC
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### Table 5-2: PV panel parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>150 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>17.3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>8.7 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{OC}}$</td>
<td>21.6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{SC}}$</td>
<td>9.3 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_p$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5-3: Buck converter parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>330 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>0.074 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_1$</td>
<td>470 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$</td>
<td>330 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_o$</td>
<td>1.6 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10: P&O-MPPT Simulink model

5.4.2 Conventional P&O Simulation

The P&O-MPPT model shown in Figure 5.10 was included in the MPPT block given in Figure 5.5. The diagram represents the P&O algorithm triggered at $T_r$ as well as the inner voltage control loop triggered at $T_s$.

The P&O algorithm is simulated using two different fixed reference voltage steps $\Delta V_{\text{ref}} = 0.8$ V and $\Delta V_{\text{ref}} = 0.2$ V as shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 respectively. The simulation results show that the P&O with the larger step size reaches the MPP faster than the one with the smaller step size, but on the expense of the steady state oscillations.

5.4.3 FLC Based P&O Simulation

In order to test the proposed FLC-MPPT technique, the MATLAB Fuzzy Toolbox was used to design the fuzzy controller. The first step in designing the controller is to define the FLC design parameters (inputs, outputs, Defuzzification method …etc) in the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) Editor as shown in Figure 5.13. Then, each membership function is defined and named as shown in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.11: P&O algorithm simulation results with sun insolation step changes at t=0 s from 0 W/m² to 800 W/m² and at t=1800 s from 800 W/m² to 1000 W/m² and T=25°C. ΔV_{ref} = 0.8 V.

Figure 5.12: P&O algorithm simulation results with sun insolation step changes at t=0 s from 0 W/m² to 800 W/m² and at t=1800 s from 800 W/m² to 1000 W/m² and T=25°C. ΔV_{ref} = 0.2 V.
Figure 5.13: FIS editor MATLAB window

Figure 5.14: Membership function editor, MATLAB window a) $S_a$ MF b) $C_{\text{old}}$ MF c) $\Delta C$ MF
The last step is to define the rule base that maps the inputs to the output as shown in Figure 5.15.

The P&O block diagram shown in Figure 5.10 is altered to incorporate the FLC based step size technique as shown in Figure 5.16. The input data is normalized by tuning the gains \( g_{S_a}, g_{C_{in}} \).

While running the simulation, Simulink shows the rule viewer. This viewer displays a roadmap of the whole fuzzy inference process as shown in Figure 5.17. The first two columns of plots show the inputs membership functions, the third column of plots shows the output membership functions. The last plot in the third column of plots represents the aggregate weighted decision for the given inference system. The defuzzified output is displayed as a bold vertical red line on this plot.

Moreover, the toolbox provides the designer with the Surface Viewer, which is a three-dimensional curve that represents the mapping from the FLC two inputs to the output as shown in Figure 5.18.

![Figure 5.15: Rule editor MATLAB window](image-url)
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Figure 5.16: a) FLC based P&O-MPPT algorithm  b) FLC block content

Figure 5.17: Rule viewer MATLAB window
Figure 5.18: Surface viewer MATLAB window

Figure 5.19 shows the simulation results of the proposed controller. Figure 5.20 further illustrates the difference between the three controllers as it shows the MPPT simulated curves for three controllers: P&O with voltage step 0.8 V, P&O with voltage step 0.2 V, and Fuzzy-based P&O. The simulation results clearly show that the proposed Fuzzy-based P&O technique has a better performance compared to the conventional P&O (faster settling time and less steady state oscillations) resulting in higher energy produced by the PV panel.

Figure 5.21 further illustrates the higher performance of the proposed technique as it shows the overall controller output (duty cycle) produced by the three controllers. The results clearly illustrates that the FLC based P&O reaches faster to the optimal duty cycle with less oscillations compared to the conventional P&O. The FLC based P&O has a faster response to the change in insolation condition.
Figure 5.19: FLC based P&O simulation results with sun insolation step changes at t=0 s from 0 W/m² to 800 W/m² and at t=1800 s from 800 W/m² to 1000 W/m² and T=25°C

Figure 5.20: P&O algorithms power curves comparison simulation results with sun insolation step changes at t=0 s from 0 W/m² to 800 W/m² and at t=1800 s from 800 W/m² to 1000 W/m² and T=25°C
Figure 5.21: Duty cycle curves comparison simulation results with sun insolation step changes at $t=0$ s from 0 W/m$^2$ to 800 W/m$^2$ and at $t=1800$ s from 800 W/m$^2$ to 1000 W/m$^2$ and $T=25^\circ$C
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6.1 PV SYSTEM HARDWARE AND STRUCTURE

The 150-Watt PV system shown in Figure 5.1 was implemented. Figure 5.8 shows the simulated PV panel characteristic under standard testing conditions. Comparing Figure 5.8 with the manufacturer datasheet characteristics shown in Figure 5.9 validates the simulated results.

Table 5-2 shows the parameters of the PV panel used. The control algorithms are developed on two separate DSPs. The first DSP is solely dedicated to the solar tracker while the second DSP is for the FLC-based MPPT.

6.1.1 Digital Signal Processor Structure

The TMS320F28335 DSP from Texas Instruments has a high performance CMOS technology with 150-MHz clock frequency, 3.3-V I/O design and 5-V DC power supply. The DSP includes also a 32-bit CPU with an IEEE-754 single-precision floating-point unit for fast interrupt response, efficient programming in C/C++ and Assembly, and a unified memory-programming model. The DSP contains six channels for direct memory access (DMA), which is used for ADC, PWM, McBSP (multichannel buffered serial port), XINTF (external interface), and SARAM (single-access RAM). In addition, the DSP supplies a great deal of operations compared to its small size. The DSP provides up to 18 ePWM (enhanced PWM) outputs, 6 HRPWM (high resolution PWM) outputs, 6 eCAP (enhanced capture) inputs, 2 quadrature encoder interfaces, three 32-bit CPU timers, 2 CAN (controller area network) modules, and one 16 channel 12-bit ADC with a conversion time of 80 ns. The F28335 DSP has also a 512-KB flash and a 68-KB RAM.
The control code is developed by the operator on a laptop using Code Composer Studio and then downloaded on the DSPs for real-time operation. Code Composer Studio is an integrated environment used to support the TMS320F28335 DSP software development. The programming environment is a practical and user-friendly tool, which includes an editor, a code generation tool, a debugger, a project manager, and a profiler. Code Composer Studio also provides probe points, real-time analysis, and visualization tools.

6.1.2 Physical Tracker Design

In order to track the sun trajectory, a two-axis tracker with a 150-Watt PV panel was manufactured as illustrated in Figure 6.2. The tracker base has a rotary table mechanism with a DC motor and a worm gear drive that rotates the panel about the vertical axis. The rotary table includes in addition a thrust bearing that is able to support the load caused by the weight of the structure. The panel is held using a frame, which is mounted on top of the rotary table. The panel is tilted around the horizontal axis using another DC motor connected to the panel through a gear with a ratio 240:1.

As explained in 3.2, the tracker is controlled using an astronomical angular trajectory generation. As shown in Figure 6.3, given the date, time, latitude, and longitude of the current location of the system, the DSP controller calculates the sun reference azimuth and elevation angles using equations (3.4) and (3.5).
The panel azimuth and elevation angles are next controlled to follow their reference values using a discrete PID controller for each axis as shown in Figure 6.4. Incremental optical encoders are connected to the motor shafts to provide the angular position and speed information to the DSP to implement the control algorithm.
Figure 6.4: Block diagram of the tracker control system

The PID gains are tuned to achieve an over-damped response with zero steady state error and a 2% settling time of around 6.75 seconds and 87 seconds for the elevation axis and azimuth axis respectively. Figure 6.5 shows the responses of the elevation and the azimuth axes to a step reference with amplitude 30°.

6.1.3 Power Converter Design

After verifying the buck converter operation using the Simulink model given in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, the circuit shown in Figure 6.6 was built. The buck converter parameters are shown in Table 5-3.
6.1.4 Inner MPPT Voltage Control Loop Tuning

The performance of the inner MPPT voltage control loop is verified using step changes to the voltage reference. Figure 6.7 shows the response of the system to large and small voltage steps. For the system under consideration, the PI controller gains were optimized as $K_p = 0.01, K_i = 0.05$ to yield a settling time $t_s = 4.8\, s$. A sampling interval $T_s \approx 3 \times t_s = 15\, s$ is used in order to guarantee that the MPPT is not affected by mistakes caused by intrinsic transient oscillations of the PV system.
6.2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE MPPT CONTROLLERS

In order to analyze the dual-MPPT system operation, three tests were performed:

- Test 1: Fixed panel with conventional P&O-MPPT.
- Test 2: Fixed panel with FLC based P&O-MPPT.
- Test 3: Dual axis tracking of the panel with FLC based P&O-MPPT.

6.2.1 Conventional P&O Implementation Results

In Test 1 the panel was fixed facing true south with a tilt angle of 52 degrees which is the winter optimum angle given the location of Sharjah as shown in Table 3-1. The conventional P&O-MPPT shown in Figure 2.3 was applied to the power converter with a fixed reference step $\Delta V_{ref} = 0.8$ V. The PV panel voltage and current were acquired and saved in the DSP. The experimental results of the conventional P&O technique are shown in Figure 6.8.

![Figure 6.8](image_url)

Figure 6.8: Testing results of conventional P&O with 0.8 voltage step (Nov. 21, 2011, 12:45-13:10 pm)
6.2.2 FLC Based P&O Implementation Results

In Test 2, the panel has the same panel fixture as test 1. The FLC based P&O-MPPT shown in Figure 5.1 was applied to the power converter. The experimental results of the FLC P&O technique are shown in Figure 6.9.

6.2.3 Controllers Implementation Comparison

Tests 1 and 2 compare between the proposed technique and the conventional P&O. The proposed FLC based P&O results show that the maximum power is reached within a short time (5 samples) and the oscillations around the MPP are minimal. On the other hand when the conventional P&O with $\Delta V_{\text{ref}} = 0.8$ V was implemented, the response was slower as it reached the MPP within (six samples) and kept oscillating around it. Figure 6.10 shows the power output curve of the P&O-MPPT compared to the Fuzzy-MPPT. This figure highlights clearly the features of the proposed fuzzy based MPPT, which improves the efficiency of the system by yielding higher power while eliminating the steady state oscillations around the MPP.

![Figure 6.9: Testing results of FLC based P&O (Nov. 21, 2011, 12:00-12:25 pm)]
Table 6-1 shows the yielded energy in kWh from the two tests. The energy is calculated using the following equation:

$$ E(k) = \sum_{k=1}^{N}(P(k)T_r) = P_{\text{Average}} \times (NT_r) $$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where \((NT_r)\) is the testing period.

The results show an enhancement of 2.59\% in energy yielded by the proposed FLC based P&O controller compared to the conventional one when the panel is fixed.

6.2.4 Physical Tracker Implementation Results

Tests 1 and 3 compare the performance between the fixed panel and the dual axis tracking. Test 3 involved applying the physical tracking algorithm on the panel with the FLC based P&O. The tests were carried out in two consecutive days with
similar weather conditions. As shown in Figure 6.11, the tracking yielded higher power and the degradation of power within the one hour of testing was lower.

Moreover, Figure 6.11 shows the response of the MPPT proposed technique to varying weather conditions (clouds shading) as it was able to track the maximum power operating point as soon as the panel was un-shaded.

Using (6.1), Table 6-2 shows the yielded energy in kWh from test 3.

Table 6-2: Energy yielded in kWh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Average Power (kW)</th>
<th>E (kWh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLC based P&amp;O with sun tracking</td>
<td>0.07205</td>
<td>0.07205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLC based P&amp;O without sun tracking</td>
<td>0.06700</td>
<td>0.06700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that introducing the sun tracking yielded an enhancement of 7.54% in energy.

One of the most important features of an efficient tracker is its low power consumption. Figure 6.12 shows the measured power consumption of the dual axis tracker for 1 hour period of tracking.

Figure 6.11: FLC based P&O implementation results with and without sun tracking (With tracking: Nov. 24, 2011, without tracking: Nov. 25, 2011, 15-16 pm)
Using Figure 6.12 and equation (6.1), the energy consumption of the tracker is 2.4701 Wh. The overall efficiency of the system with tracking is found to be 3.85% by subtracting the tracker consumed energy from the energy enhancement yielded by the tracker.

6.2.5 Full day testing results

In order to further verify the performance of the proposed controller, full day testing was performed.

In order to verify the FLC based system operation in steady state, the system was tested on Jan. 1 from 11:00 to 2:00 pm. The system started with the FLC based P&O MPPT and then was switched to the conventional P&O with ΔV_{ref}=0.8V after thirty minutes. The two controllers were alternated every thirty minutes for the rest of the testing period. Figure 6.13 shows the PV panel output power as well as the controller duty cycle and the insolation value throughout the testing period. In order to be able to compare between the two controllers, Figure 6.14 zooms at the period with a steady sun insolation (between 12:00 and 1:00 pm). Figure 6.14 shows that the power and duty cycle curves have more oscillations in steady state after 12:30 pm with the conventional P&O.
Figure 6.13: P&O full day implementation results (Jan. 1, 2012, 11 am-2 pm)

Figure 6.14: Comparison between FLC based P&O and conventional P&O
In order to verify the tracker operation, the system was tested from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm for two consecutive days. Although the testing was performed in two consecutive days, the weather conditions were different. Therefore, in order to be able to compare between the two set of results they were normalized.

As seen from Figure 6.15, with physical tracking, the system sustained the same power value the whole testing period. On the other hand, with fixed PV panel, the system power changed depending on the trajectory. The power curve starts at a low value and then starts increasing till it peaks around noon and then decreases after that. This set of results shows that sun tracking yields an enhancement of 3.83% in energy.

In order to check the system stability described in 5.3 the FLC-MPPT inputs and outputs are plotted for one hour of testing. As shown in Figure 6.16, the duty cycle reaches its maximum value at MPP and keeps operating around it while the FLC system output converges to zero. Moreover, Figure 6.16 shows the ability of the system to react to disturbances as it goes back to steady state once the disturbance is cleared.

Figure 6.15: Normalized output power implementation results with and without sun tracking (With tracking: Dec. 20, 2011, 10-4 pm, without tracking: Dec. 21, 2011, 10-4 pm)
Plotting the absolute value of the FLC output as a function of the two FLC inputs in a 3D plot clearly shows that the system output converges to zero in steady state as shown in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.16: FLC inputs ($S_a$, $C_{old}$) and output ($\Delta C$) for a clear day

Figure 6.17: FLC absolute value of the output as a function of the two inputs for a clear day
Figure 6.18 shows the system inputs and outputs for another testing day with cloudy weather conditions. Plotting the FLC absolute value of the output as a function of its two inputs also shows that the FLC output converges to zero at steady state as shown in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.18: FLC inputs \((S_a, C_{old})\) and output \((\Delta C)\) for a clear day

Figure 6.19: FLC absolute value of the output as a function of the two inputs for a cloudy day
CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

In this research, a new dual-MPPT scheme based on fuzzy logic control (FLC) has been introduced. The first MPPT controller is an astronomical two-axis sun tracker that keeps maximum radiation on the panel throughout the day. The second controller implements a new fuzzy based MPPT technique to adaptively change the P&O perturbation step size. The proposed control scheme takes the power slope of the PV panel curve and the old voltage perturbation step as its inputs and outputs the change in the new P&O step size. The FLC output is gradually updated in order to avoid exceeding the MPP in the opposite direction leading to oscillations. The small signal analysis model of the power converter is presented along with a Lyapunov based stability analysis of the PV system. The controller was implemented on a 150-watt prototype PV system. Simulation and experimental results show clearly the advantages of the proposed technique compared to the conventional P&O. The proposed technique achieves stable operation in the entire region of the PV panel by eliminating the resulting oscillations around the maximum power operating point and enhancing the operating point convergence speed.

One of the limitations that we faced in this research work is the restriction on the outdoor testing time, as it is limited to sunshine hours. Another limitation is the choice of the testing location, as the testing requires an un-shaded fixed position that is directly exposed to sunlight throughout the day.

Further enhancement of this system can be achieved by combining the physical tracking and the MPPT controller into one DSP and making the system standalone by charging the batteries that are supplying the system.
The following is a summary of the complete work performed in this thesis:

- Conducted a thorough literature review on the different methods of MPPT tracking techniques for PV systems.
- Designed and simulated the FLC based P&O-MPPT controller using MATLAB/Simulink.
- Designed and built an astronomical dual-axes tracker.
- Verified the simulated results using a 150-watt PV system prototype.
- Implemented the FLC based P&O-MPPT controller using the TMS320F28335 DSP.
- Presented the small signal analysis model of the power converter.
- Proved the stability of the overall system using the Lyapunov stability analysis.
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APPENDIX A: CODES FLOW CHARTS

FLC Based P&O Code Flowchart:

Start
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Init .ADC
Init .PWM
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C_{old} = 2

V_{in}(k-1) = 0
P_{in}(k-1) = 0
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Physical Tracker Code Flowchart:

1. Start
2. Init. Timer ADC
3. Init. ADC
4. Init. PWM
5. Init. D/M/Y hr:min:sec
6. Check Limit Elevation = 1
   - No: Elevation Motor PWM = 60%
   - Yes: Elevation Motor PWM = 0
7. Check T = 1 sec
   - Yes: second++, minute++
   - No: return to step 6
8. Check second = 60
   - Yes: minute++, return to step 6
   - No: return to step 7
9. Check minute = 60
   - Yes: A2
   - No: return to step 6
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Azimuth Encoder=1
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Elevation Direction=1

Compute speedE
Compute speedA

Compute speedE_ref
Compute speedA_ref

Compute outputE
Compute outputA
APPENDIX B: CODES

```c
#include "DSP2833x_Device.h"  // DSP2833x Headerfile Include File
#include "DSP2833x_Examples.h"  // DSP2833x Examples Include File
#include <math.h>

// ADC start parameters
#if (CPU_FRQ_150MHZ)  // Default - 150 MHz SYSCLKOUT
#define ADC_MODCLK 0x3 // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/2*ADC_MODCLK2 = 150/(2*3) = 25.0 MHz
#endif
#if (CPU_FRQ_100MHZ)
#define ADC_MODCLK 0x2 // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/2*ADC_MODCLK2 = 100/(2*2) = 25.0 MHz
#endif
#define ADC_CKPS 0x1 // ADC module clock = HSPCLK/2*ADC_CKPS = 25.0MHz/(1*2) = 12.5MHz
#define ADC_SHCLK 0x0 // S/H width in ADC module periods
                      = 16 ADC clocks
#define AVG 1000 // Average sample limit
#define ZOFFSET 0x0 // Average Zero offset
#define BUF_SIZE 1000 // Sample buffer size

// Prototype statements for functions found within this file.
interrupt void cpu_timer0_isr(void);
interrupt void cpu_timer2_isr(void);

// Global variables for this example
Uint32 l,p,j,i,k;
Uint32 Duty;
Uint32 Freq;
float Voltage_in, Current_in, Current1_in;
Uint32 Voltage_ADC_in;
Uint32 Current_ADC_in;
float Presult_in = 0;
float Pold = 0, Duty1;
int nume = 3, numc = 3;
float g1 = 0.02, g2 = 0.5;
float cc[3] = {0, (0.5 / 0.5), (1 / 0.5)};
float rules[3][3] = {{0, -0.5, -1},
                    {0, 0, -0.5},
                    {1, 1, 0}};
float prem, we, wc, base;
float mfe[3] = {0, 0, 0}, mfc[3] = {0, 0, 0};
float c_count = 0, e_count = 0, e_int = 0, c_int;
float e = 0, ce = 0, num = 0, den = 0;
float output = 0;
float Vresulin[1690], Iresulin[1690], Vref[1690], estore[361], dstore[361], outstore[361];
float integral = 0, Kp = 0.01, Ki = 0.05, Vref = 18, error = 0, z1[2];
#define MAX(A,B) ((A) > (B) ? (A) : (B))
#define MIN(A,B) ((A) < (B) ? (A) : (B))
float AFF(float A)
{
    float B;
    if (A > 0)
        B = A;
    else
        B = A;
    return (B);
}
```

void main(void)
{
    InitSysCtrl();
    // Specific clock setting for this example:
    EALLOW;
    SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = ADC_MODCLK;
    EDIS;
    // Disable CPU interrupts and clear all CPU interrupt flags:
    DINT;
    InitPieCtrl();
    IER = 0x0000;
    IFR = 0x0000;
    // PIE Init:
    InitPieVectTable();
    EALLOW;
    PieVectTable.TINT0 = &cpu_timer0_isr; // interrupts that are used in this example are
    // re-mapped to ISR (Interrupt Sub Routine)
    // functions found within this file
    EDIS;
    // Timer Init:
    InitCpuTimers();
    ConfigCpuTimer(&CpuTimer0, 150, 50000);
    // ADC Init:
    InitAdc();
    // Specific ADC setup for this example:
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.ACQ_PS = ADC_SHCLK;
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL3.bit.ADCCCLKPS = ADC_CLKPS;
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.SEQ_CASC = 1; // 1 Cascaded mode
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.CONT_RUN = 1; // Setup continuous run
    // ePWM Configuration
    EALLOW;
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAPUD.bit.GPIO6 = 0; // enable pull-ups on GPIO6
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAPUD.bit.GPIO7 = 0; // enable pull-ups on GPIO1
    EDIS;
    Freq = 3750; //Frequency = 5KHz
    Duty1 = 0.9;
    Duty = Freq * Duty1;
    EPwm4Regs.TBPRD = Freq;
    EPwm4Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = Duty; //Duty Cycle = 50%
    EPwm4Regs.CMPB = Duty;
    EPwm4Regs.CMPCTL.bit.SHDWAMODE = 1; // immediate mode
    EPwm4Regs.TBCTL.bit.CTRMODE = 2; //up-down-count mode
    EPwm4Regs.TBCTL.bit.PRDLD = 0; //load TBPRD from its shadow register
    EPwm4Regs.TBCTL.bit.SYNOSEL = 3; // disable synchronization output select
    EPwm4Regs.TBCTL.bit.CLKDIV = 1; // do not pre-scale SYSCLKOUT
    EPwm4Regs.TBCTL.bit.HSPCLKDIV = 0; // do not pre-scale SYSCLKOUT
    EPwm4Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAU = 1; // set ePWM3A when counter equals CMPA & counter is increasing
    EPwm4Regs.AQCTLB.bit.CAD = 2; // clear ePWM3A when counter equals CMPA & counter i increasing
    EPwm4Regs.AQCTLB.bit.CAU = 1; // set ePWM3A when counter equals CMPA & counter i increasing
    for(i = 0; j < 1690; j++)
    {
        Vresultin[j]=0;
        Iresultin[j]=0;
        Vrefr[j]=0;
        i = 0; j = 0; k = 0; p = 0; l = 0;
    
}
EPwm4Regs.TBCTR = 0;
//Start Timer
CpuTimer0Regs.TCR.bit.TSS = 0;       //start timer0#

//Enable Interrupts
IER |= M_INT1; // enable CPU INT1 which is connected to CPU-Timer 0:
PieCtrlRegs.PIEIE1.bit.INTx7 = 1; // enable TINT0 in the PIE: Group 1 interrupt 7
EINT; // Enable Global interrupt INTM
ERTM; // Enable Global realtime interrupt DBGM

// Loop Forever
for(;;) {}

interrupt void cpu_timer0_isr(void)
{
    p++;
    if(p==6)
    {
        AdcRegs.ADCCTRL2.all = 0x2000;       // Start SEQ1 in the ADC.

        while(AdcRegs.ADCST.bit.INT_SEQ1 == 0) {} // Wait for SEQ1 Interrupt
        AdcRegs.ADCCTRL2.bit.RST_SEQ1 = 1;     // Reset SEQ1
        AdcRegs.ADCST.bit.INT_SEQ1_CLR = 1;    // Clear SEQ1 Interrupt Status Flag

        //Take Voltage Sensor Reading
        Voltage_ADC_in = (AdcRegs.ADCRESULT3 >>> 4); // Shift ADCRESULT3 4-bits to the right.

        Voltage_in = (Voltage_ADC_in) / 4096.0 * 3 / 0.145;

        //Take Current Sensor Reading
        Current_ADC_in = (AdcRegs.ADCRESULT2 >>> 4); // Shift ADCRESULT2 4-bits to the right.

        Current_in = (Current_ADC_in / 4096.0) * 3; // Convert Digital Value into Analog

        error = Vref - Voltage_in;
        integral = integral + (error * 0.3);
        Duty1 = (1 - (error * Kp + integral * Ki));
        if(Duty1>1)
        {
            Duty1 = 0.99;
        }

        if(Duty1 < 0)
        {
            Duty1 = 0;
        }

        Duty = Freq * Duty1;
        EPwm4Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = Duty;       // Update Duty cycle
        EPwm4Regs.CMPB = Duty;
        Pold = Presult_in;
        l++;

        if(l==49)/\1sec
        {
            Vresultin[j] = Voltage_in;
            Iresultin[j] = Current_in;
            Presult_in = Vresultin[j] * Iresultin[j];
            Vrefr[j] = Vref;
            we = 1*(1/g1);
            wc = 1*(1/g2);
            base = 1;
            c_count = 0; c_count = 0;
            e = AFF(((Presult_in-Pold)/(Vresultin[j]-Vresultin[j-1]))) / ((Vresultin[j]-Vresultin[j-1])) * 0.3;
            if((Vresultin[j]-Vresultin[j-1]) == 0)
                e = 0;
if(e<=ce[0])
  { mfe[0]=1;mfe[1]=0;mfe[2]=0;e_count=1;e_int=0;}
else if (e>=ce[2])
  { mfe[0]=0;mfe[1]=0;mfe[2]=1;e_count=2;e_int=nume-1;}
else
  for(i=0;i<nume;i++)
    { mfe[i]=MAX(0, 1+((e-ce[i])/we));
      if (mfe[i]!=0)
        { e_count=e_count+1;
          e_int=i; }
    }
else
  { mfe[]=MAX(0,1+((ce[i]-e)/we));
    if (mfe[i]!=0)
      { e_count=e_count+1;
        e_int=i; } } else
if (c<=cc[0])
  { mfc[0]=1;mfc[1]=0;mfc[2]=0;
    c_count=1;c_int=0; }
else if (c>=cc[2])
  { mfc[0]=0;mfc[1]=0;mfc[2]=1;
    c_count=2;
    c_int=numc-1; }
else
  for(i=0;i=numc;i++)
    { mfc[i]=MAX(0,1+((cc[i]-c)/wc));
      if (mfc[i]!=0)
        { c_count=c_count+1;
          c_int=i; })
else
  { mfc[]=MAX(0,1+((cc[i]-c)/wc));
    if (mfc[i]!=0)
      { c_count=c_count+1;
        c_int=i; })
num=0;
den=0;
for (k=e_int-e_count+1;k<=e_int+1);k++)
  { for (l=c_count-c_count+1;l<=c_int+1);l++)
    { prem=MIN(mfe[k], mfc[l]);
      num=num+rules[k][l]*base*(prem-(prem*prem)/2);
      den=den+base*(prem-(prem*prem)/2); }
))
if(den!=0)
output=num/den;
if(num==0&&den==0)
output=0;
cce=output;
if(c<0)
c=0;
if(j<362)
  { estore[]=e;
dstore[]=Duty1;
outstore[]=output; }
}
if (Presult_in>Pold)
    {if(Vresultin[j]>Vresultin[j-1])
        {Vref+=c;
         }
    else
        {Vref=c;}}
else if (Presult_in<Pold)
    {if(Vresultin[j]>Vresultin[j-1])
        {Vref=c;}
    else
        {Vref+=c;}}
else
    {Vref=Vref;}
if (Vref>21.6)
    {Vref=21.6;}
if (Vref < 0)
    {
        Vref = 0;
    }
    j++;
    if (j==1689)
    {
        j=0;
    }
l=0;
}
p=0;
PieCtrlRegs.PIEACK.bit.ACK1 = 1;        //jump to ISP again.
#include "DSP2833x_Device.h"    // DSP2833x Headerfile Include File
#include "DSP2833x_Examples.h"  // DSP2833x Examples Include File
#include "math.h"
#include "time.h"

#include "DSP2833x_Device.h"    // DSP2833x Headerfile Include File
#include "DSP2833x_Examples.h"  // DSP2833x Examples Include File
#include "math.h"
#include "time.h"

// ADC start parameters
#if (CPU_FRQ_150MHZ)    // Default - 150 MHz SYSCLKOUT
#define ADC_MODCLK 0x3    // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/2*ADC_MODCLK2 = 150/(2*3) = 25.0 MHz
#endif
#if (CPU_FRQ_100MHZ)
#define ADC_MODCLK 0x2    // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/2*ADC_MODCLK2 = 100/(2*2) = 25.0 MHz
#endif
#define ADC_CKPS 0x1      // ADC module clock = HSPCLK/2*ADC_CKPS   = 25.0MHz/(1*2) = 12.5MHz
#define ADC_SHCLK 0x0     // S/H width in ADC module periods                        = 16 ADC clocks
#define AVG 1000          // Average sample limit
#define ZOFFSET 0x00      // Average Zero offset
#define BUF_SIZE 1000     // Sample buffer size
#define DirE       GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO20
#define DirA       GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO6
#define Limit_elev   GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO2

#define pi 3.14159265;

// Prototype statements for functions found within this file.
interrupt void cpu_timer0_isr(void);

// Global variables for this example
float ppp[1000];
Uint32 li=0;
Uint32 lj=0;
long lkc=0,pp=0;

// Initialization & Limit Variables:
int se=0,pe=0,ru=0,eu=0, m=0;
int ie=0,ke=0, v=0, w=0;
int initE=0;
int stop_east=0,stop_west=0;
Uint32 dutyA_init=0;
Uint32 dutyE_init=0;

// Encoder Measurement Variables:
int motDirA, motDirE;
int32 encA=0, encE=0;
int32 posA=0, posE=0;
int32 x1=0, x2=0, deltaE=0;
int32 y1=0, y2=0, deltaA=0;
int FLG1=0, FLG2=0;

//Elevation Control Variables:
float positionE_ref;

float positionE=0, positionE_deg=0, speedE=0, RPME=0;
float positionE_ref=0*3.14159/180, speedE_ref=0;
float integralE = 0,integralE2 = 0;
float KP = 0.5, KI = 7;    //PI gains for speed control
float KP2 = 0.5, KI2 = 0.01; //PI gains for position control
float errorE=0, prev_errE=0;
float errorE2=0, prev_errE2=0;
float dutyE=0, outputE;
Uint32 CMPAA_elev = 0;

//Azimuth Control Variables:
float positionA_init=0;

float positionA=0, positionA_deg=0, speedA=0, RPMA=0;
float positionA_ref=73.68*3.14159/180, speedA_ref=0;
float integralA = 0,integralA2 = 0;
float KpA = 0.5, KiA = 5.0;  // PI gains for speed control
float KpA2 = 0.05, KiA2 = 0;  // PI gains for position control
float errorA = 0, prev_errA = 0, errorA2 = 0, prev_errA2 = 0;
dutyA = 0, outputA;
Uint32 CMPAA_az = 0;

// Trajectory Generation Variables:
Uint32 year = 2011;
float month = 12, day = 20, hour = 12, minute = 27, second = 0;
struct tm *rtime;
time_t timestamp;
int n;
float t;
float d, lat, E, LST, h, Elev, Az, Elevation, Azimuth;

void InitEXT_INT(void);
void InitTMR0(Uint32 period);
float PWM_dutyE(void);
void PWM_updateE(float S);
float PWM_dutyA(void);
void PWM_updateA(float F);
void InitEPWM(void);
void initialize_Elev(void);
void initialize_Az(void);

interrupt void xint1_isr(void);  // External interrupt for Elevation
interrupt void xint2_isr(void);  // External interrupt for Azimuth
interrupt void cpu_timer0_isr(void);
interrupt void cpu_timer2_isr(void);
interrupt void cpu_timer1_isr(void);

void main(void)
{
    InitSysCtrl();
    // Specific clock setting for this example:
    EALLOW;
    SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = ADC_MODCLK;  // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/(HISPCP*2)=150/(3*2)=25.0 MHz
    EDIS;
    InitEPwm1Gpio();
    InitEPwm3Gpio();

    // Disable CPU interrupts and clear all CPU interrupt flags:
    DINT;
    InitPieCtrl();
    IER = 0x0000;
    IFR = 0x0000;
    // PIE Init.
    InitPieVectTable();
    EALLOW;
    PieVectTable.TINT0 = &cpu_timer0_isr;  // interrupts that are used in this example are
    PieVectTable.TINT2 = &cpu_timer2_isr;
    PieVectTable.XINT13 = &cpu_timer1_isr;
    PieVectTable.XINT1 = &xint1_isr;
    PieVectTable.XINT2 = &xint2_isr;  // re-mapped to ISR (Interrupt Sub Routine)
    // functions found within this file
    EDIS;
    // Timer Init.
    InitCpuTimers();
    
    #if (CPU_FREQ_150MHZ)
    // Configure CPU-Timer 0 to interrupt every 500 milliseconds:
    // 150MHz CPU Freq, 50 millisecond Period (in uSeconds)
    ConfigCpuTimer(&CpuTimer0, 150, 10000);
    ConfigCpuTimer(&CpuTimer2, 150, 10000);
    ConfigCpuTimer(&CpuTimer1, 150, 100);
    #endif
    EALLOW;
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPBMUX1.bit.GPIO32 = 0; //select GPIO
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPBDIR.bit.GPIO32 = 0; //input
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX1.bit.GPIO1 = 0; //select GPIO
If
{for
ERTM;
EINT;
PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER1.bit.INTx7 = 1; // enable TINT0 in the PIE: Group 1 interrupt 7
EINT; // Enable Global interrupt INTM
ERTM; // Enable Global realtime interrupt DBGM
EALLOW;
SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR0.bit.TBCLKSYNC = 0;
EDIS;
InitEPWM();
EALLOW;
SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR0.bit.TBCLKSYNC = 1;
EDIS;
// Step 5. User specific code, enable interrupts:
// Enable CPU INT3 which is connected to EPWM1-3 INT:
IER |= M_INT3;
// Enable EPWM InTs in the PIE: Group 3 interrupt 1-3
PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER3.bit.INTx1 = 1;
PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER3.bit.INTx2 = 1;
PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER3.bit.INTx3 = 1;
// Enable global Interrupts and higher priority real-time debug events:
EINT; // Enable Global interrupt INTM
ERTM; // Enable Global realtime interrupt DBGM
// Loop Forever
for(;;)
{
if(initE == 1)
{
  if(i==1)
  {
    deltaE = (x2 - x1) * 1.0;
    speedE = (deltaE * 2.0 * pi) / (512.0 * 243 * 0.01); // rad/sec
    RPME = (speedE * 60.0) / (2.0 * pi);
    positionE = (posE * 2.0 * pi) / (512.0 * 243);
    positionE_deg = positionE * (180 / pi); // degree
    dutyE = PWM_dutyE();
    PWM_updateE(dutyE);
    i = 0;
  }
  if(j==1)
  {
    PWM_dutyE = (32768 / 255) * dutyE;
    PWM_updateE(PWM_dutyE);
    j = 0;
  }
}
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{ 
  deltaA = (y2 - y1) * 1.0;
  speedA = (deltaA * 2.0 * pi) / (512.0 * 68.0 * 90.0 * 0.01); // rad/sec
  RPM_A = (speedA * 60.0) / (2.0 * pi);
  positionA = -73.68 * pi / 180 + (posA * 2.0 * pi) / (512.0 * 66.0 * 90.0);
  positionA_deg = positionA * (180 / pi); // degree
  dutyA = PWM_dutyA();
  PWM_updateA(dutyA);
  } 

interrupt void cpu_timer0_isr(void) {
  if (initE == 0) {
    initialize_Elev();
  }
  if (initE == 1) {
    m = 0;
  }
  if (Elevation < 0 && m == 0) {
    CMPAA_elev = 0;
    errorE = 0;
    integralE = 0;
    if (initE == 0) {
      initialize_Elev();
    }
    if (initE == 1) {
      m = 1;
    }
  }
  if (FLG1 == 0) {
    x1 = encE;
    FLG1 = 1;
  } else {
    x2 = encE;
    FLG1 = 0;
    encE = 0;
    i = 1;
  }
  PieCtrlRegs.PIEACK.all = PIEACK_GROUP1;
}
interrupt void cpu_timer2_isr(void) {
  if (FLG2 == 0) {
    y1 = encA;
    FLG2 = 1;
  } else {
    y2 = encA;
    FLG2 = 0;
    encA = 0;
  }
j = 1;
}
}

void cpu_timer1_isr()
{
  pp++;  
  if (pp==9999)
  {
    if (year % 4 == 0)  //Leap year
    {
      if (month==1) { n = day; }
      else if (month==2) { n = day+31; }
      else if (month==3) { n = day+60; }
      else if (month==4) { n = day+91; }
      else if (month==5) { n = day+121; }
      else if (month==6) { n = day+152; }
      else if (month==7) { n = day+182; }
      else if (month==8) { n = day+213; }
      else if (month==9) { n = day+244; }
      else if (month==10) { n = day+274; }
      else if (month==11) { n = day+305; }
      else if (month==12) { n = day+335; }
    }
    else  //Common year
    {
      if (month==1) { n = day; }
      else if (month==2) { n = day+31; }
      else if (month==3) { n = day+59; }
      else if (month==4) { n = day+90; }
      else if (month==5) { n = day+120; }
      else if (month==6) { n = day+151; }
      else if (month==7) { n = day+181; }
      else if (month==8) { n = day+212; }
      else if (month==9) { n = day+243; }
      else if (month==10) { n = day+273; }
      else if (month==11) { n = day+304; }
      else if (month==12) { n = day+334; }
    }
  }

  second++;  //increment seconds
  if (second == 60)
  {
    second = 0;
    minute++;  
  }

  if (minute == 60)
  {
    minute = 0;  //increment hours
    hour++;  
  }

  t = hour * minute / 60 + second / 3600;
  d = (pi/180)*23.45*sin((pi/180)*360*(284+n)/365);  //declination angle
  lat = (pi/180)*25.37;  //local latitude
  B = (pi/180)*360*(n-81)/364;
  E = 0.165*sin(2*B)*-0.125*cos(B)-0.025*sin(B);  //equation of time
  LST = t + (1/150.0)*(60.00+55.23) + E;  //Solar time
  h = (pi/180)*15*(LST - 12);  //hour angle
  Elev = asin(cos(lat)*cos(h)*cos(d)+sin(lat)*sin(d));  //Elevation in rad
  if (h<0)
  {
    Az = -1*acos((cos(d)*sin(lat)*cos(h)-sin(d)*cos(lat))/cos(Elev));  //Azimuth in rad (+ve for west of south)
  }
  else
  {
    Az = acos((cos(d)*sin(lat)*cos(h)-sin(d)*cos(lat))/cos(Elev));  //Azimuth in rad (+ve for west of south)
  }
  Elevation = Elev*180/pi;  //Elevation in degrees
  Azimuth = Az*180/pi;  //Azimuth in degrees
}
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```c
if ((initE == 1 && Elevation > 0))
{
    // Set set-points to Azimuth and Elevation
    positionE_ref = Elev;
    positionA_ref = Az;
}
if (Elevation < 0)
{
    // Initialize set-points to zero after sunset
    positionE_ref = 0;
    positionA_ref = 0;
}

pp=0;
}

PieCtrlRegs.PIEACK.bit.ACK1 = 1; // Jump to ISP again.

interrupt void xint2_isr(void)
{
    // Incrementing & decrementing for position & speed measurements (Azimuth)
    if(DirA==1){encA--; posA--;
    else{encA++; posA++;}
    PieCtrlRegs.PIEACK.all = PIEACK_GROUP1;
}

interrupt void xint1_isr(void)
{
    // Incrementing & decrementing for position & speed measurements (Elevation)
    if(DirE==1){encE--; posE--;
    else{encE++; posE++;}
    PieCtrlRegs.PIEACK.all = PIEACK_GROUP1;
}

void InitEXT_INT(void)
{
    EALLOW;
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX1.bit.GPIO14= 0; // Select GPIO
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX2.bit.GPIO14 = 0; // Input: Elevation encoder clock
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAQSEL1.bit.GPIO14 = 0; // Xint1 Synch to SYSCLKOUT only
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPIOXINT1SEL.bit.GPIOSEL = 1 4; // Xint1 is GPIO29
    XIntruptRegs.XINT1CR.bit.POLARITY = 1; // Rising edge interrupt
    XIntruptRegs.XINT1CR.bit.ENABLE = 1; // Enable Xint1
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX2.bit.GPIO27 = 0; // Select GPIO
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX1.bit.GPIO27 = 0; // Input: Azimuth encoder clock
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPAQSEL2.bit.GPIO27 = 0; // Xint2 Synch to SYSCLKOUT only
    GpioCtrlRegs.GPIOXINT2SEL.bit.GPIOSEL = 2 7; // Xint2 is GPIO27
    XIntruptRegs.XINT2CR.bit.POLARITY = 1; // Rising edge interrupt
    XIntruptRegs.XINT2CR.bit.ENABLE = 1; // Enable Xint2
    EDIS;
}

void InitEPWM(void)
{
    EALLOW;
    // PWM code for Azimuth & Elevation motors:
    EPwm1Regs.TBPRD=1000;
    EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.CTRMODE=0; // Up count
    EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.PRDLD=0;
    EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.SYNCOSEL=3;
    EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.HSPCLKDIV=0;
    EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.CLKDIV=1; // Prescale /2
    EPwm1Regs.AQCTLA.bit.ZRO=2;
    EPwm1Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAU=1;
    EPwm3Regs.TBPRD=1000;

    EPwm3Regs.CMPA.val.CMPA=0;
    EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.CTRMODE=0; // Up count
    EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.PRDLD=0;
    EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.SYNCOSEL=3;
    EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.HSPCLKDIV=0;
```
EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.LKDIV=1; // prescale /2
EPwm3Regs.AQCTLA.bit.ZRO=2;
EPwm3Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAU=1;
EDIS;
}

float PWM_dutyE()
{
    //Proportional Controller for position
    errorE = positionE_ref - positionE;
    integralE = integralE + (errorE * 0.01);
    speedE_ref = errorE * KpE2 + integralE * KiE2;
    //PI Controller for speed
    errorE = speedE_ref - speedE;
    integralE = integralE + (errorE * 0.01);
    outputE = errorE * KpE + integralE * KiE;
    if (Elevation > 0)
    {
        if (outputE>=0)
        {
            motDirE = 1;
            GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO1 = motDirE; // 1 = ccw w.r.t motor
            CMPAA_elev = (outputE/(1.769)) * 1000.00;
        }
    }
    else
    {
        motDirE = 0;
        GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO1 = motDirE; // 0 = cw w.r.t motor
        CMPAA_elev = -1 * (outputE/(1.769)) * 1000.00;
    }
    else
    {
        CMPAA_elev = 0;
    }
    return CMPAA_elev; //return duty cycle
}

float PWM_dutyA()
{
    //Proportional Controller for position
    errorA = positionA_ref - positionA;
    integralA = integralA + (errorA * 0.01);
    speedA_ref = errorA * KpA2 + integralA * KiA2;
    //PI Controller for speed
    errorA = speedA_ref - speedA;
    integralA = integralA + (errorA * 0.01);
    outputA = errorA * KpA + integralA * KiA;
    if (outputA>=0)
    {
        motDirA = 0;
        GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO5 = motDirA; // 0 = clockwise
        CMPAA_az = (outputA/(0.074)) * 1000.00;
    }
    else
    {
        motDirA = 1;
        GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIO5 = motDirA; // 1 = ccw
        CMPAA_az = -1 * (outputA/(0.074)) * 1000.00;
    }
    return CMPAA_az; //return duty cycle
}

void PWM_updateE(float S)
{
    EPwm1Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = S; // Set compare A value (duty cycle)
```c
void PWM_updateA(float F) {
    EPwm3Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = F;  // Set compare A value (duty cycle)
}

void initialize_Elev()
{
    dutyE_init = 600;              // duty cycle = 30%
    GpioDataRegs.GPIO1.bit.GPIO10 = 0;  // Direction toward limit switch
    PWM_updateE(dutyE_init);
    if(Limit_elev == 1) {
        u++;
    }
    if(u > 5) {  // wait for 50 ms
        dutyE_init = 0;
        PWM_updateE(dutyE_init);
        encE = 0;
        posE = 0;
        initE = 1; // Initialization complete
    }
    u = 0;
}
```
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